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HEAT TREAT NG
SURFACE LAYER & WEAR BEHAVIOR OF NITRIDED GEAR DRIVES
THE FUNDAMENTALS

OF GEAR PRESS QUENCHING

THIN RIM PLANETARY GEAR STRESSES
PHOTOGRAPHING GEAR FAILURES

WHAT IS ISO 9000 AND WHY YOU SHOULD CARE

New Pfauter 3·, 4· and 5-axis CNC gear shaping machines put greatly improved performance
in a compact, selt-contained and economical package ... the perfect fit for today's
gear manufacturing operations,

------.--_.

Consider these outstmulingfeatures:
f!fGE FANUC CNC controls and
digital servo drive systems,

:(1;) [J!JOJl11l'[f[]m

PS180

completely eliminating change gears

I!fSmall-footprint design:
Only 4.8 sq. meters of floor space required
ij{Five machine sizes and configurations
to choose from:
3-, 4- and 5-axis models; up to 20" pitch
diameter; models available with CNC
controlled cutter slide

i!f' Quick

change tooling

I!fHigh continuous stroking rates, with
hydrostatic guide and spindle bushing design

i!f' AUmaintenance

points accessible

without interference

All told, you get:

i!f' High machine

efficiency and utilization rates
I!fVast improvements in throughput
I!fGreatly increase-d cutter life rjSuperior gear quality, surface finishes f!fFast ROI
Then factor in American Pfanter's unsurpassed support capability ....design teams ...application expertise ...
the industry's most advanced and productive shaper cutters ...all available from a single-source
conveniently located in Rockford, Illinois.

But why not seefor yourself!
Call (815) 282--3000 for more
information or to schedule
a visit to our facility.

Limited Paf1nershjp

1351 Windsor Road
Loves Park, tL 61132-2698 U.S,A.
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Phone: 815·262-3QOO
Telefax. 815-282-3075

More customers arOlUld
tIre world are tlll1W'g to
PMCf to mea their Itwsl
deJlllllUlillg SlllIpU Cutter
needs. Here ~ why:
~le're imlOJ'a/Ors. p~to' hasn' t
stood pat on conventional shaper cutter technology. New approaches.
designs. and materials are in constant
development. And our unique
Isoform grinding process gives our
shape!" cutters the longest effective
tool length available. Our cuners

average 25% lower cost per
sandth of usable tool life as a result.
First ill customer supporl. PMCf is
rated No. I in 'customer support' by
leading automotive, trucking. and
other industry OEMs. They've found
that only PMCf has the design teams,
applications expertise. and modern
manufacturing technology to ensure
un-time delivery of a qualified product.
Product quality is assured throughout
manufactunng with SPC. and
advanced inspection equipment.
Here to silly. PMCf is in for the long

we've made in modem
facilities. new equipment and peopleall committed to pr0ducing the best gear
tools in the world
But don't take our
word tor it Just call
(815) 877-8900 and
ask for the sales and
service support team
myourarea.
Then put us to work!

1351 Windsor ROBd,P.O. Box 2950, Loves Parle, IL 61132-2950 USA
Telephone815-877-8900·

FAX 815877-0264
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THE

INDUCTION
EDGE

TOCCO PROFILE HARDENING (TPH) eliminates three of
a gear user's worst problems:
• tooth breakage
.' pitting
• spalling
Gears processed by the TPH process exhibit increased hardness and strength at the pitch line with an
optimum strength gradient at the root fillet. These metallurgical properties are achieved without excessive tip
temperature and without tooth form brittleness.
Don't confuse the TOCCO TPH process with conventional dual frequency induction heating. The TPH
process merges three distinct induction heating techniques: sequentially-prog;rammed, audio low frequency
preheating. incremental induction hardening and
high intensity radio frequency final hardening. The
result is good austenitic/martensitic transformation
and beneficial reSidual compressive stress at the root
with elevated hardness and strength/depth at the
pitch line.
The TPH process accommodates abroad range
of metals, including medium carbon steel, cast iron
and pOINder metals. You're not locked into expensive
alloy steels. The process is economical for batches of
one or 1,CXXl, and is used today by top automobile
and gear manufacturers.
Gear Profile Hardening is
another example of the
"edge" rocco gives
you in induction heating.
Our metallurgists will send
you a fresh report on TPH
technology. All you need
do is ask.

30100 Stephenson Hwy.
Madison He!ghts. MI 48071
TEL: (313) 399-8601
FAX: (313) 399·8603
CIRCLE A.9, on A~ADER REPLY CARD
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3%
FlCland
Bore GI1ndIng

Substantially

GMI-FHUSA
Reduce

Expensive

CARBIDE
Grinding

Time

SKIVING HOBS
t's known that grinding is the most
expensive element in gear production.

How do we
figure? Just

The hobbing process is much less

look at our

is used, minimal or even no grinding

pie chart.

may be necessary.

22%

Material

costly. And when a carbide skiving hob

Imagine what this elimination or
significant reduction in grinding time

SlUllq
elhnIrtat. ..
parr of
till. cost from your
IIIBnutactur;ng proc ....

will do for production schedules?
Imagine what it will do for profitability!
In addition, the skiving process can be
performed on a conventional hobbing
machine. The quality of the operation
and life 01 the hob is a result of machine
rigidity, stability and quality of the
carbide hob.
Your success is dependent on Quality
tooling. Settle for nothing less than
GMHH\JSA. We'll be happy to
demonstrate how carbide skiving
bobs can revolutionize your operation ...
and substantially reduce expensive
grinding time!
-

GMI-FHUSA gives you the edge 10 emerge as a major player in a world economy.
GMI-FHUSA
6708 Ivan dale Rd.
P.O. Box 31038
Independence, OH 44131
Phone (216) 642-0230 FAX (216) 642-0231
'CIRCL.E A-8 on READE.R

REPL.Y 'CARD

,GMI-FHUSA
At the

Cutting

Edge!

Gear down your process
control costs
·
AHo:rclable ,an!alysis
The new PC-based QC 1000 gear inspection system performs fasr,
repeatable and highly accurate index, lead and profile tests on internal
and external spur and helical gears and splines. And it does all this so
economically that even a small shop now can replace several manual gear
checkers with a powerful, easy-[Q~use CNC gear inspection system.

F'ull 4-alxis value
Unlike some competitors' 3-axis systems" the
QC 1000 offers real value with fun 4-axis eNC
capability that handle-s work pieces up to 15" long
and 9" in diameter.

L arn mo ••
Phone 513/859-8273

niOW
or Fax 5,13/859-4452.

And find out how easily you can reduce your gear
manufacturing

costs.
M&M .PRECISION
SYSTEMS ,Corporation
AN ACME·CLEVELAND COMPANY
CIRCLE A·3 en RIEADER REPLY CA.RD

ISO 9000:
GLOBAL MARKET SALVATION
OR A PIG IN A POKE?
ISO 9000 is the latest. hot topic

in marketing and manufacturing cir-

cles ..Everyone seems to be talking about it, but few seem to understand it completely. Depending on whom one talks to, it's either the greatest thing to hit
industry since the assembly line, another cash cow for slick: consultants, a conspiracy on the part of Europeans to dominate global markets, or the next neces-

sary step to compete in the global economy of thetwenty-first

century. It may

be all of the above.
To help our readers sort through the wealth of information and opinion on
this subject. in this issue we begin a three-part series on [SO 9000. In tills issue,
we will present a general overview of ISO 9000, some of its promises and problems and the impact it may (or may not) have on your business. In the next
issue we will discuss the complicated business of whether you should hire an
ISO 9000 consultant and how to go about it if you do. Finally. we will discuss
strategies for streamlining the certification process to save money.
Like it or not, whether to become ISO 9OOO-certified is a question the gear
manufacturing

industry will have to confront. One thing that does seem 'certain

is that it is not just another bu iness fad. and it will not go away.
However. a head-long leap onto the ISO 9000 bandwagon

may not be a good

PUBLISHER'S PAGE

idea either. For many companies. the first due that they need to be concerned
about ISO 9000 win be a clear message from important customers that [SO
9000: certification will be part of the price of doing business with them in the
future. For such companies, the question will not be whether to become certi-

"A headlong leap onto
the ISO 9000

fied. but when. For companies that don't receive that message from their cus-

band'rvagon may

tomers. the course of action is not as clear.
For the present at least, most gear suppliers will have the time to study the
issues and, if they opt for certification. to implement. it in an orderly fashion. At
present. two major gear industry customers. the automobile manufacturers

not be a good idea.

/I

and

the defense industries, are not requiring certification.
However, there are real benefits to be gained by going through the process,
whether your customers demand it or not. First is that ISO 9000 certification is

Cnntinlled

Oll page
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manufaclure.

manual loading and are configured for
quick set-up with total accuracy and
repeatability. A machine can be tooled
for ring. spur or helical gears, pinions
and other parts. All machines can be
configured to operate in-line as part of
a manufacturing cell, expandable to
four heads and may be used in a wet
grinding configuration.

The flexible arms can be
fitted with conventional grinding
wheels, CBN, pencil grinders.

or

milling attachments, far maximum

Contact 8MI to see how our versatile
deburring/chamfering machines can
finish the geal'S you've started.

versatility. Machines can also be
furnished with electric motors
(shown above) for brushing
operations.

GMt gives you the edge to emerge as a major player in a world economy.
GMI
6708 Ivandale Rd.
P.O. Box 31038
Independence. OH 44131
Phone (216) 642-0230 FAX (216) 642-0231
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cling and 'environmental
more. Contact

issues. and

ASM at (216) 338-

SAVE WARRANTY

COSTS WITH

5151. x703 or fax (216) 338-4634.
Use registration code ill 50.

APRIL 18·21
Material Handling Industry of America North American Material Handling

CALENDAR

Show and Forum, Cobo Hall, Detroit.
ML The most comprehensive

MARCH3~4

c

o a t

show-

systems and technologies on the con-

ence. ANA Westin Hotel. Washing-

tinent in 1994. Educational forums on

ton, D. C. "Accessing Global Markets

improving

Through Standardization."
of workshops

Two days

and seminars

standardization

on key

ues. Call

is

productivity

in manufac-

turing and physical distribution,
Contact MH[A at (704) 522-8644 or
(800) 345-1815. Fax (704) 522-7826.

(212) 642-4952 for more information
and registration packets.

CALL FOR. PAPERS
The Induction

MARCH 3-5

Committee

Hardening

Institute is planning an International
Conference

Island

Resort,

Marco

Island. FL The theme of the meeting
On World Class

will be "Perspective
Manufacturing."

Jerry

Flaherty,

on Induction

AMORPHOUS STRUCTURE
Resists chipping,
cracking & Peeling
HIGH ADHESION
Will not transfer

Gears and Precision Components

to

1995. The committee is seeking

Group President of Caterpillar, will be

papers on issues relating to process-

the keynote speaker. For more infor-

ing, quality assurance and engineering

mation. contact AGMA at (703) 684-

performance,

0211 or fax (703) 684-0242.

control. ca e depth, optimization

including

AFFINITY FOR
LUBRICANTS

Hardened

be held in Indianapolis. IN., May lSi?,

LOW TEMPERATURE
Applied at under 250°F

of the Gear Research

AGMA 1994 Annual Meeting, Mar-

distortion
and

n g

93-95Rc HARDNESS

Steering

riott Marco

I

BENEFITS:

case of material handling equipment.

ANS] 1994 Annual Public Confer-

global

Diamond
Black®
.

CHEMICAL RESISTANT
Impervious to most harsh
chemicals, acids and bases
UNIFORMITY
Surface replication with
no build up

control, cost factors, quenching. mate-

APRIL 12-14

rials selection. pretreatment,

SME Advanced Gear Processing and

scoring, and more. Abstracts of

Manufacturing
Airport,

Clinic.

Indianapolis.

~N. Presenta-

tion of state-of-the-art

solutions

today's gear manufacturing
Panel discussions,

Inn

Holiday

to

problems,

fatigue,

pro-

posed topics are due Ap,ril I, 1994.
Schaefers,

GRt

(708) 241-0660

or

fax (7'08) 241-0662.

US & FOREIGN PATENTED

plant tours and
GEAR SCHOOLS

tion, call SM£ Conferencing Division

Dates for A.GMA Training

School

at (313) 271-1500.

for Gear Mauufaeturing

for the

remainder

of the school

Diamond Black™ coated

March 7-n. May 16.20,. September
12-16 and November 14-18. AU ses-

tional. Heat Treating

sions will be held at Daley College in

on new

[L.

Hyatt

Schaumburg

Over 100 presentations

furnaces

atmosphere
process

& Processes.
Woodfield,

(Chicago),

perature

Conference:

gears have provided 7 times '
the gear Ufe VB. uncoated.
I

684·021]' for a registration packet or

DIAMOND BLACK
TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
P. O. Box 190
100 Somerset Drive
Conover. NC 28613-0190

developments,

control technology,
measurement.

technology

Chicago, IL. Contact AGMA at (708)
more information.

tem-

I

year are

American Society for Metals Interna-

APR1L 18-20

Regency

EXTREMELY THIN
(80 Millionths)

For more information, contact Sharon

tabletop exhibits .. For more infoma-

Equipment

TEMPERATURE RESISTANT
TO 2282°F

1-800-368-9968
FAX 704-322-4636

quenching

advances.

recy-
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, face Combustion has provided
the thermal processing industry new
standards for equipment, services and
support for over 75 years. Examples
range Worn the Allcase furnace to ion
processing systems, and from our

®

extensive lab to our large replacement
parts inventory. If you require new
equipment, service or support, take a
look at who our competitors often
compare themselves to. Then call the
oompany that sets the standards.

Surface' Combustion
TRADITION

INTEG.RITY

TECHNOLOGY

1700 Indian Wood Circle • Maumee, Ohio 43537-0428
(419) 891-7150 • (800) 537~a980 • IFax.: (419) 891-7151
C'IRCLEA-15 en REA'DER: REPLY CARD

SHARPEN
t h

YOUR
New

CNC

J\I)\f~~C;~
Technology

GSK400
KIJIIZIIK.

ew machinery offers cutting
edge. CNCflchnology,

GMI-Kanzakl
will sharpen

compared to outdated,
mechanical controls.
The bottom line is that

your advan-

Kanzaki World Class Shaving

tage because

machines are good for your

the cost of a
new Gear

bottom line. Kanzaki's heavy
duty construction. state-ofthe-art control package and

Shaver may be

premium gear shaving

comparable to

features deliver optimal

restoring
obsolete
equipment.

performance and accuracy.
That means hardened slides
for maximum rigidity and
stability, improved tool life and
quicker set-ups with higher
Quality levels.
GMI-Kanzakl world class
shaving rnachmes will
increase your production
levels with no rejects. thereby
enhancing overall shop
profitability.
-

GSK-400

-

REBUILT

GSK·40D

REBUilT

GMI-Kanzaki gives you the edge to emerge as a major player in a world economy.
GMI-Kanzaki
670B lvannale Rd.
P.O. Box 31038
Independence, OH 44131
Phone (216) 642-0230 FAX (216) 642-0231
CIRCLE A-6 on READER REPLY CARD

GMI·ICANZAICI

UALITY
FORTUNE!
ISO '9000 .MADE EASY:
A SELF ..,HELP GUIDE TO CERTIFICATIO
HELPS YOU •••
. / Save thousands of dollars in consuhing fee by treamlining the certification
proce ;
,/ Identify "danger zones" in the process that cost your company precious time
and money;

v'. Heuer organize in-house ISO 9000 documentation for additional savings;
.I Learn more about European ISO 9000 developments that will affect your
company and your pocketbook.

The 1994 ANNUAL ISO 9000. Made Easy: A Self-!Ie~pGuideto Certification
Helps you streamline the process for BIG SAVINGS!
FuU of u eful co t-saving tips. the fun package inc.luding CertijicaJI'On, Auditing and Selecting a Consullalll, is available
to readers of Gear Technology at a 15% discount for a total of $58.20, plus a $5.00 handling charge. Individual booklets
are $24.95 each. U.S ..postage included. Ru h order extra. Bulk rate available.

Yes!

Send me the full [SO 9000 MADE EASY package at $58.20, or end me
Certification

CJ Auditing

my individual

booldet(s) at $24.95 each:

Selecting a Consultant

Be sure to include your check or money order.
Name

T:itle

_

Company

__

Address
City

_

Slate

Zip

_

Include this order form and make checks or money orders payable to [NIEX Information Export. 120 Amher t Road.
Pelham, MA 01002. For more information call (4)3.) 256-1949 or FAX (413) 256-4250.

What is ISO 9000 and
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Wllat follows is the first of
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three articles

- companies
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we will be

ISO 9000 and

what .it means for the gear
industry.,

n,is first
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will cover what ISO 9000

ISO 9000 program
from Min-

neapolis to Mombasa - are
supposed

to be able

to

select among ISO 9(}()()certificate bearers worldwide

is, what some of its bene-

and feel confident that they

fits - and problems - are,

are dealing with a "quality"
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company. By offering this
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market and thereby
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ty at any particular
Standards

to a
site.

are introduced

of IN/EX

consulting firm in Pelham. MA. and the author
0/ ISO 9000 Made Easy.
A Self-Help Guide to Certification.
MARCH/AP"lI~

1994
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be well understood

that

[SO 9000 is a for-profit,

function

- even office pro-

open market program.

cedures

- are constantly

Also note that the main

SOFTWAR.E

How does it work?

:FIR.ST
You define' for each

parameter. uch as ratio,
center distance, pressure
angle, etc., a convenient
set. of values that

YOIJ.

are

THIRD
You wait a few seconds
until d.iseng© finds out the

best solution. within your
particular possibilities.
"Demo & Full Demo
Dl>k Avarlable"

Gear System- onsunams
11150 Vi. Del Campo, Suite 3118
5311Diego. Callfornia, 9"127-2139 USA
Phone ([-8001 354-517

Fa:< (61,9)487-4893

NIT'RIDIN'G
MADE ,SIMPLE
Nitrldlng Pit ..TYpe Furnace
Benefits you will find;
o

o

Simple load and start
operation.

Automatic comrol sys·
tern throughout process,"

o

Easy to operate controls,
for heating chamber and
retort separately.
Low maintanance, less

o

downt.ime.
High heat, efficeincy.

e

• Some initial gas flow sell in~

m.ay benec'Cssa_l)'.
6 sizes available to meet your needs.
QuaJityequipmelll since 1930 and imo Ille .FUTURE ...

!2!1 ~5~~O~~S~~~!!
COMPA.NY

i the primary auditing tool.

9000 program

The standards are necessarily quite general and flexi-

assurance."

1:4

GEAR

1101

"product

ble: Applications will vary

ance i only tangentially
connected to product assur-

appreciably from company
tocompany,

MANAGEMENT MATTERS
ance, One wide pread criti-

In general,

certified

cism of the [SO 9000 pro-

c-ompanies claim

increased

gram is that it is not con-

productivity,

nected directly enough

dent . and better employee
morale and communica-

!.O

product standardization. In
effect a certified company
could manufacture a poor
product, but ill a very efficient. manner.
mentation i

fewer acci-

tion. Most certificate holders market the fact for cornpetitive advantage.

Key to [S'0 9000 imple-

internal audit-

Some Growing Pains:
Some Polltlcallzatien
There are problems with

ICertified Organizations Categorized by Iindustry.
Type of Cer1ificat.e and "ICertifical.e Age"
Cert ifi cate
Category

[SO 9001

<

lear

ISO 9002

Industry
2

3
4

5
6

7
8
9

IO
II

[2
13
I~
15

16
1,7

18
,19

20
21

22
23
24
25

26

(708)339~2020 Fax: (708) 339-2225

27

TECHNOLOGY

is "quality

Quality assur-

assurance."

South Holland, IL 60473·2881

CIRCI.E .A·13 on REA'DER REPLY CARD

monitored. Documentation

buzzword of the U.S. ISO

really able to u e.
SECOND
You define your performance need regarding
Pitting Life. Bending Life.
Scoring Probability,
Reliability Level and
Operalilng Conditions.

ing whereby all company

2

food and Drinks
Fabrics
Clothing
Leather/Shoe
WoodIFumiture
PaperfPackaging

"

Publishing
Oil/Chemical
Rubber/Synthetics
Building Material
Metal (basic)
Metal Product
Machine
Electronic
Transportation (related)
Instru meats/Opt ical
Other Industries
Industrial Trade
Mineral Exploration
Building (related)
Trade
Logistics/Communication
Bank'lll nsurance
Professional Services
Other Services
Laboratories
TOTAL

16

3
2
I

25

"

2
2

5
6

II

14

9'
45

3
7

5
12

2
I)

71

2
139

how the program is being
administered

plemented

them,

expand-

international-

ing 15 of 20 ISO 9000 sec-

ly. ISO 9000 consultants

tions, For the time being,

110t

regulated:

the

American

are

Registrar

Ace-

the Big Three recommend
that suppliers

reditation Board (RAB) has
insufficient

funding

need only

meet their standards.

to

Members of the ISO and

maintain records. and U.S.

European national accredi-

registrars

are not always

tation boards are looking at

accepted

overseas.

modifying ISO 9000 along

RAB has recently

The
issued

industry-specific

lines.

"Conflict of Interest" rules

They, along with American

for registrars.

boards, are also considering

Technically, the primary
criticism

more stringent regulation

of ISO 9000 is

that it is too vague to be of

for registrars.
The major industry com-

significant value for indus-

plaint is the cost of certifi-

tries in general, For exam-

cation.

ple, the U.S. Big Three

registration fees runs about

auto-maker

The base cost of

$35,000. However, consul-

include com-

plete [SO 9000 standards

rants, employee

in their supplier

documentation

guidelines,

quality

but have

For 'the "Best IFIT Sol'ut'ion"
wi,th Your 'Geair' M!anufa,cturilng
Requirements
-

SlIP-

lime and
costs can

easily drive total costs up
we.ll into six figures. The

Chart compiled
Gerrit Zijlstra.

by Dutch 1509000 consultant

A sociation

National

Manufacturers'

Certificate>

I year

ufacturers

of

Small Man-

Forum

is creat-

ing a cross-industry council

ISO 9001 ISO 9002 ISO 9003
TOTAL

to lobby for ISO 9000 cost
concessions

2

manufacturer

CIFtCL'E A-6 on 'READER REPLY CARD

for smaller

PROCEDYNE
HEAT TR.EATING SOLUTIONS

.

Many industry

leaders

are questioning the need for

8

2
2

I
7

3
2
14
7
I

14

7

17

2

I
2

20

66

3
2

9
15
19

4

2

of the National Tooling &

63

4
42
18
42

15
7

at this time. Dean Beachler

2

1

10

ISO 9000 certification at all

I

I

5

I

Machining Association and
C. Daniel Wbelan, quality
control

manager

cerned with the lack of regulation

surrounding

U. S. program,

2

II

3
7

2

5
I

31

the NTMA

nor automotive leaders are
urging

their suppliers

I

60

90

2

4
362

to

become ISO 9000 certified,
Ocher industry

leaders

are just as adamant
I

the

as well as

the high cost of certification. Neither

4

of Ford

Motor Co .. are both con-

that

their suppliers seek certification.

In the chemical

Procedyne offers a wide range of fluidized bed
heat treating furnaces:
• Carburize

• Nitride

• .Neutral Harden

Develop optimum processes
Improve process repeatability
Reduce part costs
Eliiminate environmental problems
Contract R&D Prog.rams available
11 Industrial Drive, New Brunswick, NJ 08901

Telephone: 908-249-8347 Fax: 908-249-7220
CIRCLE A-16 on. READER REPLlf CARD
MAACHIAFlPRIL
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Who's Who i,n IISO 9000
INTERNATIONAL !ISO9000 PROGRAM

U.S. ISO 9000 PROGRAM

ISO or Internationall Organization for
Standardization

American National Standards Institute

ISO 9000
quality assurance standard
internationally.
Does not
regulate the ISO 9000 program.
Based in Geneva,
Switzerland.
o Status - Non-profit,
though some [SO board memo.

Purpose - To create and promulgate

bers operate ISO 9000 consulting firms.
o Products
for Sale - Subscriptions
News, memberships.

10

ISO 9000

National Accreditation Bodies
• Purpose - Charged by the [SO to accredit companies in the private sector to carryon ISO 9000 work in
the field and to authorize ISO 9000 registration (certification in Europe). Some accreditation
bodies (mostly
European)
actively regulate and monitor ISO 9000
activities within their boundaries.
• Examples - United States Registrar Accreditation
Board (RAB). Dutch Rve. British BSt etc ....
• Status - Most accreditation bodies are non-profit
organizations
that charge fees to companies
seeking
registrar/certifier
status. In Europe. many accreditation
bodies are government-regulated.
This is not the case
in the U.S.

European Organization for Testing
and Certification (EOTC)
o Purpose
- Established by the European Community (EC) to promote harmony between European and
international ISO 9000 organizations.
• Status - Non-profit. 70% funded by the EC. Will
have to become self-supporting within the decade.

Registrars (Certifiers in Europe)
• Purpose - To offer ISO 9000 registration (or certification). These are the entities that national accreditation body regulate.
• Status - Most registrars/certifiers
operate for profit, though some are non-profit. Some offer ISO 9000
consulting services, an issue currently being debated in
the U.S. and abroad.

ISO '9000Consultants
.• Purpose

- lndividualsor

companies

that offer JSO

9000 assistance in the field.
• Status - Most are for-profit; unregulated.

16
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• Purpose - To create standards (product and quality
assurance) for U.S. industry. One of several uch organizations throughout the country. Not yet recognized as the
official U.S. standards agency. Offices in New York City.
• [SO 9000 Role - Coordinator of national ISO 9000
program. U.S. representative
at the Geneva-based
ISO.
May soon be directly involved with the U.S. RAB in the
registrar accreditation proce .
• Status - Non-profit.
• Products for Sale - Includes standard
serie for
ISO 9000 and other programs, as well as membership.

Amer,ican Society for Quality Control (ASQCI
• Purpose - "A society of individuals and organizations dedicated to the on-going development,
advancement and promotion of quality concepts, principles and
technologies,
.. [with the aim of] facilitating continuous
improvement
and increased customer
satisfaction
by
identifying,
communicating
and promoting
the use of
quality principles, concepts and technologies. and thereby
be recognized throughout the world as the leading authority on and champion for quality," (From ASQC mission
statement) Based in Milwaukee, W1.
• ISO 9000 Role - "Parent" agency to the U. S. Registrar Accreditation Board.
• Status - Non-profit.
• Products for Sale - Books on quality issues, videos,
audio tapes. Maintains a promotional
catalog that lists
mugs, posters and other such items for sale.

United States Registrar Accreditation Board
• Purpose - A subsidiary of ASQC. the RAB oversees
accreditation
of ISO 9000 registrars.
May oon share
these duties with ANSI. Based in Milwaukee. WI.
• StatusNon-profit, though some board members
operate for-profit ISO 9000 consulting companies.

CEEM
• Purpose - To disseminate ISO' 9000 publications.
sponsor ISO 9000 seminars. Based in Fairfax, VA.
• ISO 9000 Role - Maintains records of U.S. companies that have been ISO 9000-registered.
as well as
names of ISO 9000 registrars operating in the U. S.
• Status - For-profit publishing and seminar house .
Has published the works of U. S. RAB Chairman Robert
Peach (an ISO 9000 consultant), and other well-known
ISO 9000 consultants.
Will offer information
to the
media gratis, but sells information 10 the general public.

industry, for example. ISO

a

9000 is fast becoming

porations or exporting, may
never feel the pressure

And there have been recent
reports that General Electric

Good upfront organiza-

with a giant like DuPont.

ordered

all suppliers

to

employee involvement

if they want to continue to

key to savings in. any quali-

do business with GE.

ty program.
to

[SO 9000 process. The mar-

experts

in the ISO 9000

field recommend

cornpa-

'Next time don't gamble ...call the gear heat treaters.

CaU Merit Gear Heat Treat.

other ways to shave thousands of dollar

and

Merit Gear Heat T rear ...created to serve your gear heat treat
requirements ...knows ge-...ringand in heat trearment.

But there are

tradi.ctory messages?
leaders

Accurate gears need precise heat treatment. All the costly
planning &. hard work of making. a quality gear can be lost by
improper heat tre.ating.

are

make of these kinds of conIndustry

Especially for Gesr Makers

tion and planning as welJ as

become ISO 9000 certified

What are companies

H,eat Treat'

to

become I.SO 9000 certified.
ControUing Your ISO
9000 Destiny

condition of doing business

ketplace

1..800..75..MERIT

from the

is responding

to
orne

i.lltemationalregistraJs

fac-

'0

Computerized Induction Hardening

o

Metallurgical

I

ing mounting competition

industry leaders ( ee chart).

are bowing

If industry

demands. Some large cus-

to lower cost

tomers

tions are advising

assisted small suppliers in

ISO 9000 certification,
best course

the

is to learn as

much about the process as
possible while sitting tight.
For companies

serving

Companies

pay whatever it takes to
become certified." Learn

base. If

company

that have

one or more of these indus-

been certified;

ask: what

tries is pushing ISO 9000,

their costs were; where they

you should be prepared to

felt they could have saved

enter

money. Ask registrars and

certification

process. At the very least,

consultants what portion of

conduct a baseline audit of

their incomes

your company to determine

from [SO 9000 services,

where you stand vis-a-vis

are derived

Be aware that ISO 9000

the [SO 9000 standards.

as implemented

Find a registrar

that suits

world is big business - but

your company's

needs and

it is not oriented

in today's
towards

be prepared to hire him or

improving any manufactur-

her if and when the pressure

ers's bottom line. It i.s up to

is on '1:0 seek certification,

the aspiring

Not all companie

win

need to become ISO 9000
certified.

Companies

that

are regional in nature, with
1110

connection to major cor-

/jYjl@rrlI(l @@,fur

should

from companies

the

MIL· I 45208A

consultants. Question those

ISO 9000 developments
have a customer

o

with potential registrars and

quality

in

Process controls. S.P,c. assuring consistent quality

carefully

who say or imply that "A

you

o

of all sizes

hould negotiate

necessary to keep abreast of
where

Specialized gear heat treaters • continuoWlly
improving with formal training

.Heat Treat

obtaining certification.

several industries, it may be

all Industries

o

laboratory

have fi aanclally

heads of industry associaagainst

NATCO Submersed lnducnon Hardening

cost-saving pressures;

nies keep an eye on their
and

Carburire and Harden

o

lVIANA'GEMENT MATTERS
leaders

o

make

such

company

to

certification

worthwhile .•
For information all and copies of
tile [SO 9000 standards. cmUact
ANSI at (212) 642-4900.
MARCH/,o,RPRIL

199<
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Investigation of Surface
Layer and Wear Behavior of
Nitrided Gear Drives
,Claus Razim, Mercedes Benz .AG
Stutt'gart, Germany
In this article

we will characterize

nitride layersthat
nitriding

processes

and

the

by different

are generated

compare

their

respective wear characteristics.
Te st Apparatus
Fig. 1 shows a pair of gears on which the
wear measurements
Intermedlate

Gear

dJiving gear

Standard Treatment

driven gear
CI5 BNT

15 BNT
9
4300

No. of Teelh

Max Speed

Helical Gear

12

These

Theoretical

approx 1.6 m/sec at 1000 rpm.

Fig. W-

gears

by different

nirrided

sliding

velocity
surface

and

a very

D.

high

load. The wear of the

helical gear used here has been measured by

Surface

means of radionuclei technology (RNT). In the
process not le s than two helical gears ready

4.3 kW (5.9 PS) max.

for in tallation
radiation.

Investigatedl pair (If gears.
Evalutation

'By

Radiation

Me.asuring Unil

Wilh Radioactive

Component

accurately

by neutron

were activated

The wear

radioactive
Tll'ibological System

were

engine.

Fig. 1 also gives some typical. data on

theoretical

Pressure Load
Power Transrniued

out: an

the gears in question. The components have
high

Sliding Velocity

were carried

gear and a helical gear, which

drive the oil pump ofa combustion
method.

3250 rpm

rpm

intermediate

gear

particles

of

can be measured

by measuring

uch a
very

it gamma radiation

and converting it into wear rates, following
previous calibration.
Fig. 2 how the working

etup of the RNT

measuring apparatus. In this test, a crankca e

containing an oil pump and helical gear drive
was et up. An individual oil pump was used in
place of a complete engine. The intermediate
gear shaft is driven directly by a D.C. motor.
The load on the system
varying
Speed

the diameter

can al

If the helical gear develop

the te

l

run, the radioactive

particles pa s into the lubrication
Detection

Fi·· . 2 -

18

of Wear in Oil

Wear measurement

GEARTECHPoIOLOGY

Aggregate

Detection

by means of rad.ionuclide

of Wear in Oil Filler

teehnelngy,

by

of the oil supply line.

and oil temperature

controlled.
during

is comrolfed

Some particle . are deposited

0

be

wear
wear

oil circuit.

in the oil filter

and some are retained in the oil. The amount of

wear is measured by two detectors; one in the

(1/=

oil and one in tile filter. Thetotal wear is the
sum of the two amounts so measured.

Test Program

speed

t.

t=: __

L ._.

fi

o

'

-

Fig, 3 shows tile test program. The top of

••- ••,__

---1

...J

the illustration shows the speed of the test, the
load of the gear

and the temperature.

The

tid t·_ le~,.J~!.~~~:._
•

lower part. of the chart shows the test program

24

20

and the typical wear curves. The test program

iR

,~

:.m

RI ...

is composed of three main parts:

_.

4'6
' ""',,--1'1 ~

,_. time (h)
i~6"

ot-tJ

I

weal' (mg)

that is, the first step at the

a. A "run-in,"

..
..

I

20

oil + filter

16

beginning of the curve;

12

b. The "main run," going up to 94 hours; and

[filter
oil

c. The "overload run" of over 21 hours,
4~~

The three parameters controlled were speed,

00

fiOiiiiii~~~~L!!!s.
eo rz

12 24 36 48

lime (h)

84 % 108 120

load and oil temperature. The test program was
selected so that a standard helical gear would

Fig. 3 -

Test program and wear curve.

only just survive. and that a distinct separation
of the good from the bad helical

gear sets

are generally

reflected

in a typical

wear curve. FoUowing a rapid rise during the
"run-in"

at the beginning

of the test, only

gradual increases will result during the "main
run" and the curve will flatten.

However,

Treatment Variants

I

Material.

Treatment

No.

could be expected. The main parts of the test
program

Table 1-

I

I

BNT

2

BNT

3

BNT

4

BNT

C 15

Salt bath high in cyanide/water

Salt bath
low in
cyanide

Iwater

C 15

Icooling bath 310" C

C 1.5

Initriding temperature 610° C

C 15

ometimes

5

KNT

1:~~3 + exogas
2. H3 + endoga~

Even though the wear

6

KNT

NR3 + methylamine

C 15

7

KNT

NR3 + exogas

CIS

8

KNT

NH3 + endogas

C 15

II

KNT

NH3 + exogas

C 15

12

BNT

Salt bath low in cyanide/water

C 15

9

PNT

Mixed phase

C 15

These include six bath

10

PNT

Monophasey'

C 15

nitride processes (BNT). five short cycle gas

2/3

PNT

Mixed phase

C 15

2/5

BNT

Salt bath low in cyanide with orne ppm S addition

C 1.5

214

E

during the overload run, wear will
rise catastrophically.
particles

in the oil decrease

because

of the

filtering

system. the sum of the amounts

of

wear particles increases. A number of different
gears, 6 nitrided by different processes,

I

subjected to the test program ..
Table

1 lists the treatment

have been analyzed.
nitriding

processes

aitriding

manufacturers.

methods

that

(KNT) and three plasma

processe

(PNT)

I

were

to SAE

was estab Iished between

In addition.

roughness

the wear characteristic

of gear

steel (E) with

16MnCr5

Case-hardened

1015, was exclusively used as a basic material.

hardness.

surface

or wear characteristics .. A specific

amount of wear can be correlated to each part

carbon content of 0.16 and chromium content

of the test; that is "run-in,"

and manganese content of approximately

"overload run." Total wear was determined by

and lower were measured
Metallographic

examinations

1%

for compari. on.

checking

were performed

However,
decisive

on all variants.
(Figs .. 4, 4A)

The

thickness

±

of

"main run" and

residue in the oil and in the filter.
the total

wear is not the only

factor; the wear rate must also be

the

considered. It is possible to compare different

4 micrometers. The

treatment methods by comparing the amount of

porosity. the diffu ion zone, the structure, the

wear and wear rates at the same point in lime.

microhardness

To

compound layer was 18

C 15

of different

Steel C 15, identical

sets made of case hardened

I
I

gradient and the measurement

make

of surface roughness were recorded as criteria

representative

of the test or service condition. No correlation

each variant.

this

comparison

possible .. a

total wear curve is given for

Prof. Dr.-IEng.
IClaus Razim
is Senior Vice President
of Technology and
Environment and Chief
Ell viomment Officer for
Mercedes-Ben~ A.G ill
Stuttgart.
MARCH/APRIL
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Test Results
Fig. 5 shows the curves for all the BNT

·' Determination of Thickness of
Compound Layer ' L
Porosity

processes. Up to the end of the main run the

P

wear rates of all variants, with the exception of

Diffusion Zone DZ

aim Cl, lSi

/I

215 (which has some added sulphur), are within
a very narrow range. Only the overload reveal

um

wilh PNT variants eL 7-12 j.1monly

a distinct

difference.

I. is the only

Variant

variant that shows no increased

wear during

'. Structure

the overload;

• Progre sion of hardness HV.5 in DZ

higher wear rate during thi period, The layer

have a

with the addition of sulphur (2/5)

developed
• Measurement of surface roughness
Ra. Rz> R3z

all other BNT variant

has a high run-in wear and a steep ri e in, wear
during

the overload

run,

but shows

an

acceptable wear rate during the main run. If we
cia sify the loading to the end of the main run

F,ig.,4 -!\lletaUGgrapblxamJnations.

as being medium.
Thickness eL tj.1m)

DZ

Thickne

(rum)

all BNT layer

over thi

range are approximately on the same level For
high loads, as in the overload

run, the layer

in the salt bath that was high i.11

developed
35

cyanide/water ( hows the best results).

I

30

I

I
I
I

2S
I

Fig. 6 shows the least favorable curves for

•
I

,:aim CL 18± <I

20

J.Ulll I

hort cycle gas nitrided (KNn parts. The total

I,

oil. and filter wear ha . again been plotted. II

I

is evident
10

that the differences
cycle

gas

between
nitr ide

the

various

short

(KNT)

processe

are much greater than those between

the BNT processes. Variant 5 shows the best

o
6

7

H

Variant

g

111

1'3

2/4

1'5

II

No.

ci,

DZ.

poro ity
variation

dense part

CL.
den epart
~

12

variation

porosity
~I

visible after
etching

--------

~

results .. and is very

similar

in its wear

characteristic to Variant I.the salt bath high in
cyanide/water.

With the other KNT variant .

wear increase

catastrophically

later. With Variant

sooner

or

II this increa e in wear

appears in the early stage. Variants 7 and 11
Fig. 40 - Compari'on
diffusion zone.

of variant

• compound

layer.. porosity and

are actually the same proce s.
ig, 7 shows the wear charaeteri tics of the

niuidiag

plasma

process

(P

T), the ion-

nitriding variant. In thi process the thickness
I

wear (mg)

90/51
t1

,

mg

of the compound layer is onl y 7-1.2 J.lI1l - that
is, one-half the thickness of the BNT or KNT

3
20

[ayers.

According

thinner layer
free

16

layer.

to the manufacturer

the

hould guarantee a more porous
With

the BNT

layers.

wear

increases at early stages during the main run.
Level and ri e are similar to tho e or the least

12

favorable

81-

-----------------

different

PNT variant.
PNT variants

progressions.

The curves
show rather

The variant

of the
similar

with the highest

proportion of epsilon phase, that is the variant
'0

12

24

36

48

60

72

84

96

108

120

2/3 howsthe

least wear at the end of the main

run. The wearing characteri nics IQf the analyzed variant can be compiled
Fig. 5 - Various bath nitricling processes' (BNT) wear eharaeteststies,
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in a working

sketch and classified with [he cope of the test

program used here. From the experience gained
is the BNT Variant I and the KNT Variant 5

•

/6

.II

20

30mg
t

35 mg

34mg
t

wear (mg) _

during vehicle test runs only two variants. that

!

can be judged as "good," Variants surviving tile
main run with low wear,

16

and of medium

quality, were found to be the BNT variants 2, 3,

12

4 and 12 and 2/5, as well as the KNT variants 7

!I

and 8. The case-hardened

variant is not on the

5

wear

4

rate during the main run, despite its generally

0

same level, since it showed a very

I,oW

overall high wear level.
Variants

8

that show a rapid rise in wear

time
0

12

24

36
---

48

72

60
--

84

96

108

(II)

120

Fig. 6,- Various gas Ditridillg processes' (KNT) weareharacteristies.

during the main run must be classified as poor
(see Fig. 8). The KNT variants 6 and 11, as
well as all PNT variants
layer thickness,

with the analyzed

fall into this category,

wear characteristics

wear (mg)

I

20

9

The
16

of the case-hardened

helical gears are basically different from those

12

of the nitrided gears. During the run-in, when
the

nitrrded

layers

show

a

wear

of

approximately 4 milligrams, the case-hardened
versions
grams,

show a wear as high as 80 milliso in the subsequent

case-hardened

gears show hardly any wear. At

less than 5 milligrams,
comparable

_____

main run, the

72

Fig. 7 -

84

, _~
96

108

time

(h)

120

Various plasma nitriding processes' (PNT) wearcharactertsttes,

the main run wear is

with that of the good nitrided

Wear (mg)

variant. However, during the overload run one
of the two gears shows a catastrophic increase
in wear.

Ca e-hardened

sensitive

to the addition

parts

are

of sulphur

70~---_~E~·------~

very
com-

ponents, for example, zinc thiophosphate,

PNT
BNT+S

30 -

Damage Analysis
Let us assess the analysis of the damage. All

BNT

the nitrided helical gears show a similar damage

Time (II)

pattern at the end of the test run. There is a
pattem of different

widths with pittings and

more or less large breakouts, The large breakouts

RI

...

Fig. 8 - W.ear charaeteristics,

composite ..

frequently go down to the basic material as has
been shown by means of spot analysis with
copper ammonium

chloride.

Breakouts

may

Var .. 1 BNT
96 h te I. run

even exist after therun-in, To obtain information
on the defect mechanism, test runs were carried

50:1

out with no activated gear sets of the variants I,

Var, 12 BNT

I] and 12 foHowed

96 h test run

by scanning

micro copic examinations

electron-

and metallographic

sections made through the cracks ..
Fig ..9 show

a general view of one tooth of

each of the three variants. The top illustration
records

Variant

cyanidelwater

L the salt bath high

in

53:l
Var. II KNT
20 h test run

55:1

(BNT), the center represents

Variant 12, the salt bath low in cyanide/water
(BNT)

and the bottom

a short

cycle

gas

Fig. 9 - General view of wearing lones.
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nitrided part. The run-in time was shorter for

the gas nitrided gear (KN-T) than that :for the
salt bath nitrided gears (BNT).

Fig. 10 hows this area with greater
magnification. On Variant 1 the pittings are
completely within the porous zon and oldy light

Var, 1 BNT
96 h test run

200: 1
Var. 12 B T
96 h test run

210.1
Var, 11 KNT
20 h test run
220:1

Var. I BNT
96 h lest run

2000:1
Var. 12 BNT
96 h test run

2100: I
Var, U KNT
20 h te t run
1100:1

Fig. 11 - DetaIl . of wcaring zones.

Var, 1 BNT
96 h te t run

1000:1

j
Fig. 12-
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fracture lines are visible in this area of breakouts.
On Variant 12 (Fig. II) the porous zone has
broken out. The destruction extends into the
den portion of the compound layer. The photo
of Variant 11 has a magnification of only half
that of the other variants. and yet the' urface
breakouts are of greater magnitude. The damage
here extends down to the diffusion ZOne. The
arne ituation exi ts on the rnetallographic
section perpendicular to the wear face.
In Fig. L2. pno(ographs of Variant I show
cracks within the porosity zone. Breakouts
occur within this zone. In Fig. D,. photographs
of Variant 12 show large areas of subsurface
cracking and crack diver ification, Similar
photograph
of Variant 1.1 (Fig. 14) show
pronounced crack diversificatio», cobblestonelike break outs and cracks in the base material.
The cracks generated. through a pitting
formatiou
are slopped by Ihe extensi ve
porosity zone of Variant I, in contrast to
Variant II and 12. The den e layer beneath
the porous zone of Variant I generate greater
re i tance to crack propagationthan
that of
Variant lland 12.
X-ray diffraction tests were carried out to
determine the face composition. The results are
shown in Table 2. The readings were taken
with molybdenum radiation. allowing for
aoalysis to a depth of approximately 50 um,
Iron-nitride. gamma prime and epsilon iron
nitride. as well aamorphou
carbo-nitride,
are the major phase occurring over tbi range.
In addition.
lines of iron oxide.
and,
depending upon the thickness of the compound
layer. lines of the basic material ferrite, may
appeal. In practice, the compound layer
generally can ists of a mixture of ep ilon and
gamma prime pha e in proportions that may
vary greatly. However, quantifying this pha e
mi ture is difficult becau e the pha e are not
homogeneously di tributed in the compound
layer, and vary as ili depth increases. For a
proper interpretation,
the compound layer
would have to be successively removed.
Since there were two phase examinations
performed on the original component, there
were two mea uringpoint
available for the
qualitative analysis. The fir I. was on the tooth
of the helical gear, the original layer, and second
on the shaft of the helical gear with case
removed, The readings taken on the tooth show

very similar diffraction diagrams ill practically

all cases. Over the analyzed

area the layer

essentially consists of epsilon phase, Variant 10
is an exception, since it consi sts of gamma prime
mono-phase. Only Variants 2, 3, 9 and '213show
distinct gamma prime lines. Variants 4, 7 and] 1
show only slight traces. Variants 3 and I I show
of the compound layer. The alpha iron lines of

Var. 12 8NT
96 h test run

the basic material are distinctly visible on the

1000;1

distinct iron oxide lines because of the thickness

P T layers of Variants 9,10 and 2/3 only. The
readings of the shaft will
difference

how more distinct

between the layers of the different

variants. The proportion of the gamma prime
phase increases as expected. and is greater in the

Fig. 13 -

Helical gear after test run. Cross, seetlon of wearing zone,

deeper layers of the compound zone. According

to the readings taken, Variants I. 5,

]I

and 12

have the lowest gamma prime proportion.
I. I1 and ] 2 were subjected

Variants

Auger examinations.

profile of the concentration
compound

to

They provide the depth
of elements in the

layer. The Auger examinations

were carried out by continuous
the compound

sputtering of

Var .. lI KNT
20h test run

layer using argon ions, rather

than on metallographic

section perpendicular

to the compound layer ..

iFig. L5 shows the concentration profiles of
the three variants. The nitrogen concentration
profiles are similar for an specimens.

Major

differences are found in the progression of the
oxygen and carbon concentration. Variant II
has a pure iron oxide layer toa depth of 0.6

Fig. 14 -

Helical gear after test run. Cross section of wearing zone ..

Tabl.e 2 - X-r.ay diffraction measur.ements of compound Layer.

um, This is magnetite. However, with a depth

of greater than 0.6 J..lmthese specimens have a

Examinations at 2 points on original component

very low oxygen content, which is distinctly
1. on tooth = original surface

below that of the two BNT variants. Since, as
is wen known, magnetite forms a brittle layer,

2. on shaft = ground urface.

this layer may affect the wear characteristics
despite the fact that it is relatively thin.
The

carbon

approximately

content

of variant

11 is

6- 12 % and decreases

with

.1. on. tooth:

.' All variants highly similar

decreasing nitrogen content towards the matrix

.' Mainly s-phase wilh me exception of Variant W

material. By contrast, the BNT variants have

• Var. 2, 3,9' and 2/3 distinctly y'

an increasing

.' Var, 3 and J I distinctly Fe304

particularly

carbon content,

This effect is

striking on the Variant

I, where

the carbon content comes up to the level of
nitrogen

concentration

approximately

at

a depth

of

10 um .. Properly speaking. all

2. on shaft:

• Difference between different variants, y' proportion

increasing
• Variants I, 5, II and 12 have low proportion of y' -pbase

three variants have in fact, a carbo-nitride/oxy
carbo-nitride

layer.

oxygen

carbon

centration

plus

The total
plus

sum of the

nitrogen

COD-

'Y' -proportion

increases with depth

on Variant 11 is the mosr stable as
MARCH/APRIL
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a function of depth.

compound

Because of the low carbon solubility of the
gamma prime phase, the high carbon content
of Variant I. ob tructs the formation of the
gamma prime. Thi would also be con istent
with the re ults of the x-ray diffraction tests.
The mechanical
properue
of the epsilon
phase. in particular, depend on the level of
carbon content in the layer. According to the

ep ilon compound

available literature, the hardness of the epsilon
phase decreases rapidly as the proportion

of

lone, then the carbon-containing
layer would be the rno r

ductile of all possible layers, that is, the layer
with the lowe

tendency

t

However,

formation.

to brittle

there

crack

are also

COI1-

tradictory statements concerning the ductility of
the epsilon/ga_mma prime pha e.
Conclusion
Tn conclusion,
we have analyzed
the
wearing characteristic of nitrided layer made
by differentproee se . and have achieved a

carbon increases. The hardness values of the

good classification

epsilon phase are generally below those of the

at depth will cau e a continuous transition of

involved. To arrive at a relationship between
layer structure and wear characteristics,
we
have looked more cIo ely into one nitriding
variant, each with good. medium and poor

the mechanical

wearing characteristics.

gamma prime phase.

Hence,

it i readily

conceivable that an increasing carbo

II

content

properties of the compound

layer and the mechanical

properties

of the

ow, a
inver

uming

that the ductility

(the

of the layers),

is an

capability

e function

good

of the hardness

of the

methods

The nitriding variant.

characteristics

wear

following

diffusion layer.
deforming

with

of the various

features:

ha

the

A high proportion

of

poro ity, a very low portion of gamma prime
pha e (that

IOf the

i . high homogeneity

compound layer), a rapidly increasing carbon

content of the compound layer with increasing
depths and a relatively constant oxygenplu

20

nitrogen

plu carbon total content over the

compound
at%

layer.

If aJI these features

are

present, we believe that pitting is avoided or
Variant I

hindered. The porosity helps to promote good
"running-in" characieri tics. The homogeneous
rnonoface layer structure
ductility

_0_, _

o
1.0
20

and the increasing

toward the basic material. help

to

reduce pitting in the compound layer.
15

depth (jlm)

Considering the results of the wear analysis.
it would appear that a nitride layer with the

at%-

propertie

N
Variant .12

1.0.

ju

t

menrioned

cycle gas nitriding, The variants subjected to
short cycle gas nitriding
variation.

C

5

10

15

depth (pm)

20

revealed

greater

uggesting that the direction

treatment. parameters

O~

0.

would be ea ierto

obtain by a bath type nitriding than by short

role. Nevertheless,
Variant 5. gaseou

f the

plays a more important
a

has been proved

by

short cycle nitriding i quite

capable of producing the nitride layer, and has
properties equivalent to tho e obtained in a. salt

at%

bath. However,
Variant] I

10

currently

our experience

[he salt bath treatment

tell u that
still has a

di tinct lead ill regard to accuracy of control .•

o
5
Fig. 15 -
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AlIlhor' note: This research was carried out in
cooperation with the companies Robert Bosch
and Degu sa, within the scope of two projects
sp0rl.wred by the German Federal Minis.try of
Research and Technology.
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Stress of Planet 'Gears,

with Thin Rims
Talkeshii' Ishida & Teruakii Hidaka
Yama,guch,i Univers'ity. Yamaguchi, J1apaln

Abstract

Therefore, the fillet stress

,(1 on

the gear w:ith a

gear, the radial clearance between the gear rim

thick rim is frequently discussed when the ratio
Pi( mb) is constant. The fillet stress on the
gear with a thin rim is much different because

and the gear shaft . 1r, the tooth load PI!' the rim

of the elastic deformation of the rim (Refs.

This article

discusses

among the fillet stress

thickness

(J

the relationships
on a thin rim planet

h, the radius of curvature

of the

j;

6). The stress on the planet gear with a thin rim

center line of the rim r, the face width band

is influenced

the module m .. It is shown

radial clearance between the rim and the gear

P,/(mb). (hlr){t1rk)

theoretically

that

and (h/m)(hlr) can express

the tooth load, the radial clearance and the rim

shan (Refs.

by the rim thickness

and the

3-6). Some dimensionless

ex-

pressions have been used to show the relative

thickness, respectively. Furthermore, when the

rim thickness and the relative radial clearance.

tooth loads are applied at the tips of a thin rim

For the rim thickness,

planet gear which is cut by a rack-type cutter

rim thickness to the module (him) or the ratio

o

either the ratio of the

with a pressure angle of 20 and a tip radius of

of the rim thickness to the radius of curvature

0.375

and com-

of the center line of the rim (hJr) is often used

pressive stresses, by which both the amplitude

(Refs. 3-6) ..For the radial clearance, either the

and the mean value of the alte-rnating

ratio of the radial clearance

m, the maximum

stress can be estimated.

tensile

fillet

are analyzed by the

to the module

(A.rll1l) or the ratio of the radial clearance

to

finite element method ..They are expressed by

the radius of curvature of the center line of the

equations

rim (.1rJr) is often used (Refs. 3-6). However,

(hlr)(

teeth

using the expressions

t1rlr) , (hlmJCh/r)

P ,/(mb),

and the number

of

the effects of these ratios, him, h/r. .1r/mand
.11"/1",on the fillet stress have not been dis-

Z.

Introduction
The fillet stress

cussed sufficiently.

a on a gear with a thick rim

is proportional to the ratio of the tooth load to
both the module and the face width, P,/(mb).

This article

discusses

the relationships

among the fillet stre s 0", the radial clearance
Llr. the tooth load P n' the rim thickne s h,th.e
radius of curvature of the center line of the rim

r, the face width b and the module m. It is
shown in theory that P/(mbj

can express the

tooth load, (h/r)( ar/r) can express the radial
clearance, and (/7/m)(h1r) can express the rim
thickness when the fillet stress is expressed by
0'.

In addition, the maximum

tension

and compression

stresses on the

side fillets

of the

loaded tooth, and the maximum stress on the
fillet near the position where the rim receives
the reaction

force from the gear shaft are

analyzed by the finite element method. Then
Int~algear

Fig. 1 - Schematic view of ithe planet gear.
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the maximum stresses on those fillets,

CJ",

(by

which both the amplitude and the mean value

of the alternating fillet stress can reestimated)
are expressed

with

equations

expressions P ,!(mb). (hlr)(.drlrJ,

using

the

(hhn)(/1lrJ am!

the number of teeth z. This analysis is made in

Table 1 - Speci.fications of the planet. gears ,discussed.

I

II Number of teeth
18
I

(h/m)(Jrlr)

.:::

1.4 (0.2)

2.0 (0.3)

3.1. (0.5)

2,2 (0,13)

2.6 (0.16)

3.2 (0.19)

4.0 (0,25)

4.9 (0.32)

62

2.8 (O.l)

4.! (0.15)

6.4 (0.24)

90

3.4 (0.08)

5.0 (0.12)

7.9 (0.2)

38

a particular case when tooth loads are applied
at the tip of a thin rim planet gear which is cut
by a rack-type cutter with a pressure angle of

I
!

I

I
I

20" and a tip radiu of 0.375 m.
Plan.et Gears Discussed
Fig. I. shows the chematic view of a planet
gear with

.3

radial clearance between the gear

rim and the gear shaft. In the ca e of the planet
gear, it has been shown that both the amplitude
and the mean value of the alternating

fillet

stress can be estimated by using the maximum
stresses on the tension and compression

side

fillets, shown by Fa(and Fac in Fig. l, and the
maximum stress on the fillet near the position
where the reaction force is applied from the
gear shaft,
Therefore,

by FOt in Fig. 1 (Ref. 4).
these three maximum stresses on
shown

FOt• Fat and Fac were analyzed in this study,

Fig. 2 -

The pressure angle and the whole depth of

A mesb pattern of tbe planet gear

model, (z = 18, (mlh)(rflJ)

= 0.645).

the planet gears discussed were 20° and 2.25 m
(m:module)

respectively.

The gears were

where

(JT

shows the fiUet stress of the loaded

assumed to be cut by a rack-type cutter with a

tooth when the effect of the rim stress is very

tip radius of 0.375 m. Both. the number of teeth

small.

and the rim thicknes

of the gears analyzed are

shown in Table L

(JRb

and

the bending
circumferential

An example of the mesh pattern. of the finite

(JRa

show the stresses caused by

moment of the rim and by the
force of the rim, respectively.

can be put as zero on the fillet of the tooth

(JT

element model of the planet gear is shown in

to which the tooth load is not applied. Since

Fig .. 2. The mesh pattern per one pitch of any

(JRb

planet gear model was almost the same as that

neglected in the case of the thin rim gear.

shown in Fig. 2.

must be greater

than

(1"RCI'

(JRa

can be

The dista:nce to the center line of the rim

The longitudinal

elastic modulus and the

from the intersection 'between the line of acuon

Poisson's ratio of the gears were assumed to be

and the center line of the tooth form is 1"/.

206 GPa and 0.3, respectively. The gear shaft

can be expressed
coefficients (/1 and

was assumed to be rigid because the contact
stiffness

as follows

(JRb

by using

(l2:

between the planet gear rim and the

gear shaft was considered to be much larger
than the bending stiffness of 'the thin rim of the
planet gear ..The ratio of the tooth load to both
the module and the face width, P,!(mb),

cho en a 124 Nlmm2
Theoretical

was

..

Discussion of Expressions

.of Fillet Stre s, Tooth Load,
Rim Thieknessaad Radial CI.earance

(JRb=adP nr/(bh2)} +a2{PnTl/(Oh2)}.

(2)

In the case of a thin rim gear. the radius of
curvature

of the center line of the rim r is

generally much larger than the distance 17.i.e.,

r » 1'/. Eq. 2 can be rewritten as follows using
{P,!(nlb)},.

which is used in the case of the gear

with a thin rim:

Fillet stress on the loaded tooth of a thin rim
planet gear with a large radial clearance must

(JRb

= a I {Pn/(mb) } (mIh)( rllt).

(3)

be approximately expressed as follows:
From Eq .. 3,
approximately

(JRb

can be supposed

to be

proportional to (mlh)(rlhJ when

Dr. Takeshiliishida
has been Wl Associate
Professor ill the Departmenr of Mechanical
Engineering' of
Yamaguchi University
since /987.

lOr. Terus.ki Hidaka
has been a Professor of
Mechanical Engineering
at Yamaguchi University
since 1977.
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changes
a

lL ..AI:..
r

r

mm2/N

mb

.... 0

to face contact ..

when discussing the fillet stresses

on the planet gear with both a thin rim and a

Pn

15

from li.ne contact

Therefore,

small radial Clearance, the displacement of the

x [Q-li

gear rim must be considered .
111e case where the radial clearance is very
large and only line contact occurs is con-

•

4.03
Q
8.00
'" 16.1
" 24.2

·080.6

10

sidered before the case of
displacement

face contact. The

of tbe gear

rim 0 can

be

approximately expressed as follows because of
r »11:

o
Fig. 3 - Relation. between Gal{P,I(mb)} on Fat. and

h

Pn

L'l.r
-r-

r

mb

p"

.;-mm"/N

(mlh)(rnJ)

(z = 38).

Then the following equation is reduced:
(hlr) (81r)

Ten ion si.de fillet

0
x .1(F6
4.03

o

8.06

.6.

a

16.1
24.2

,it

Eq. 7 shows

loads are
are

equal to one another under the condition where
PrI(mb)

:

•

equal, (hlr)(fYr)

j

are the same, and

the rim stress reaches (jRb as shown in Eq, 3.

3

2

,~~-

when ,(hlr)( ..11'lr) i.s larger than

(h.lr)(,(Yr), line contact between the rim

4

gear

.m, ..III h

shaft

occurs,

and the

arrd the rim stress

is

proportional to P,!(mb).

..

Next, the case where (hlr)(Llr/r) is less than

FOt (shown in
Fig. 1), as the radius of curvature of the rim

(hlr)(.8Ir) will be considered ..On

'~~

-l()

that when tooth

applied to any planet gear whose (mlh)(rlh)

Therefore,

-5

(7)

of loaded tooth (Fat)

mb
..
.•

= cl {Pi(mb)}(mlh)(rlh).

changes

from r to (r - ,1'-), the following

equation can be obtained:
Compres sion side fjll~
of loaded tooth (Fuel

_. -

Hg ..

'* -

lI{r -ill) - lIr

Relati.ons between Gal{P,,/(mb)) on Fa.tand (m/ll)(rfll), and

between Uac''[PrI(mb)l

OD

(8)

where M, Eand I denote the bending moment,
the longitudinal elastic modulus and the moment

Fac and (mlh)(r/II) (z = 38).

of the cross section of the rim,

of inertia

respectively, Because ll(r - . 1r) - l/r = tJ.rlI'2 and

(PII( mb) 1 is constant.

On the other hand,

= MJ(EI),

Gr

can be expressed by

M is proportional to (fh2, Eq, 8 becomes:

using the coefficient bl as follows:
(f i

proportional to

(h/r)(rufr).

(9)

(4)
It i .clear from Eq, 9 that the fillet stress on
Therefore,

Eq.

1 can

be

expressed

approximately as follows:

1'0.1 is not a function

of (mlh)(rlh).,

function of

After the face contact

between
.0=

IPn/Cmb)}{bl +al(mIh)(r/h)}

(5)

(h.lr)(L1rlr).

but a

the rim and the gear shaft at the

position near FOt• face contact on other regions
does not always occur. However, even in such

When the radial clearance between the gear
rim and the gear shaft decreases.

the contact

area between the gear rim and the gear shaft

,Z8
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cases, since
proportional

(hlr )(8/r)

of the rim must be

to (1IIr)(L1rlr), the fillet stress in

the region near which the face contact does not

occur seems to be expressed

by an equation

the stress on POt when (h/r)(t:.rlr)I{P,;(mb)}
=80.8 x, ]0-6 mm21N does not change with

similar to Bq. 5.

Appr1)mnat,e Expression of
Maximum Fillet Stresses

(mlh)(rlh),

Relation between tlte stress a and P,I( mb).
For planet gear
(mlh)(rlh)

in Figs. 3,5

slightly

with

and 7 owing to the

z and
when

clear from Figs. 3-8 that the relations between

is constant. the stress (jis

(JI{PrI(mb)} and (mlh)(rlh) on each fillet can

are equal

to each other,

P,/(mb) (Ref. 3). Therefore, in

proportionalto

(mlh)(rlh)

the stress changes

circumferential

whose number of 'teeth

(h1r)(drlr)I{P,I(mb)}

to Eq. 3. Moreover, although Eq. 9 shows that

force of the lim. Because it is

be approximately

the case of the finite element analysis under

the

Pn/(mb)=124

('nIh)(rlh) is expressed as follows:

Nlmm2,

and

denoting

by

relation

expressed by straight lines,

betweena/{P,/(mb)j

and

(hlr),(drlrh24
and (j124 the dimensionless
radial clearance and the stress, respectively,
when

.h.
r

(hjr)(Ar/r)/{PnI(mb)} = (hlr) (Ar/r) I2411 24

is satisfied, the following

equation

....ru:.
r
Pn

(10)

mm2/N

mb

must be

~
•

15

o

a

satisfied.

CI

o

0 xlO·~
4.03
8J)6
J6.1
24.2

80.6

Considering Eqs. 10 and 1I, (hlr)(dllr)r141124
a.nd(J1241124

are

(hlr)(tJrlr)IIPr/(mb)J

translated

into

and (j1{P,/(mb))

to

express the approximate equations.

Relation

between

(m/h)(r/h).
maximum
Fac.

and

The

crl{Pu/(mbH

relations

between

stresses on the fiHets Fol•
(mlh)(r//1)

with

(hlr)(!J.rlr)I(P,i,(mb)}

and

a parameter

h

Fig..5 -

J.

The

are translated
relatiunship

between
5 t-

..

0

'.

4.03

o

I

of loaded tooth (F ,,,J

into

(hlr)( drlr)1 (Pnl( mb)}, where the number of
2

Tension side fillet

nib

(111 PrI( mb)} and (mlh)( rill) wi th a parameter
teeth are both

h

Relation between ual{P ,I(mb)} on Fat and (mlh)(rl/J) (z = 18).

..lL ....M..
10 t-~
mmz.1N --

4 where the number of teeth is z = 38. In Figs.
(JI( P 71/( mb)

...L

by the

finite element method as shown in Figs ..3 and
3 and 4, the stresses

4

.m.

the

Fat

were analyzed

3

2

and

x Ifr<>

8.06

L6.1
o 24.2

6,

4

= [8 and 90, was also analyzed

and shown in Figs. 5-8. Although the stresses
on the planet gear with the number of teethz
62 were also analyzed,
shown here. Symbols

Or-

=

LIII

2

these results are not

~I

I~
3

in Figs. 3-8 show the

values analyzed by the finite element method,

4
.m, ...!...
h h

...

-5 I-

and the lines in Figs. 3-8 show the values
obtai ned by the approximate
mentioned

equations

below. The value of 80.6 x 10-6

mm21N for (hlr)(drlr)I(PrI(mb))

-10 -

in Figs. 3. 5
_ ..-

and 7 corre ponds to an extremely large radial
clearance. It seems from these figures that the
stress on FOt when {hlrj(f1r1r)I(Pr!(mb}j
80.8

x 10.6

mm2/N

is proportional

Compression side fillet
of loaded loath (Fyc)

=
to

(mlh)(rlh). This phenomenon must correspond

Fig. 6 -

.ltelations

between

(jal{P,/(mb))

on Fat and (mlh)(I'IM.and

between (Jat!{P'11(11Ib))on Fae and (mlh)(rlll) (z = 18).
"" ....RCH/ ....PRIL
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are shown by ·(10rl and (1012' respectively. Then
comparing (1011 and

the value

0'012'

the olid line are chosen as
the relationship

(jOI'

shown by

Fig. '9 how.

(1lt PIII(mb) land

between

(hlr)( tlrlr)I{P,!(mh)J when the number of teeth

z

= 18 and (mlh)(rllt) =

is small.

(hlrj(/ulr)I{P,/(mb)}

9, when
,aor/{

1..69. As shown in Fig.

P ,I(mb)J

increases

linearly

before

reaching the can [ant value of (1OtI{P,/{mb)j.
Thi

corre pond

to Eq. 9. Therefore.

is

(1TIr)(/ulr)I{P,/(mbJ)

reaches the constant

(1oltlIP,I(lnb))

3
Fig. 7 - Relation between (Jal{P,I(mb)}on

.J!L ...L

4

Fat and

b

h

(z '" 90).

(mR,)(rR,)

coefficients

mall

1Li
:r

r

BOil
-

mo

1016
•

0
K.IO-6
4.03

o

8.06

Tension ide fillet
olloaded tooth (Fat)

+ 30tdz).

= bOIl I (z)(hlr){Ar/r)/{P n/(mb)}

(B)

ofjbe

number

Iloc II

t

'" 0

hardly

-5 I-

11

i

of (hlr)(tlrlr)lfP,/(mb)J.

A01Z and

coefficients
____

Aoa = 3ot22(z)

.~

([4)

Boa =.0
_.

-

Compre sion side fil~

of load.ed looth (F..,)

,

Analyzing

I
!I;,

shown in Figs. 3-8.

the result

Aoa. BOrl'

the relations between coefficients

Aoa and
F.ig. II -

as

BOil are reduced

follows:

~.~
-101-

reaches the constant

value in Fig. 3). becauselTol{P,ltmb)}
not a function

-

;~~

i

When (h/r)( tlrh')I{P,l(mbJ}

approximately proportional to (mlh)(r/h) and is

..Ill.. ....L

~:

with

and is almost constant,

large (after lTo1/fP,I(mb)}

h

changes

is reduced under the condition when ::

is constant.

O~----~I·----~'I----~II----~II~
I
2
3
4

::. Because the

of teeth

AotJ

(hlr)(Llrlr)I{P,/(mbJ),

a 2J·.2

+ bOtI2(z),

where the coefficients a and b are the function
coefficient

r ~ 16./

5

alue), the

approximated as follows:

mm2/N

Pn

mb

(before

in Eq. W can be

AOIl and Ball

Aou :;;;aOtll(z)(h/r){Ar/I')/{Pi(mb)}

a
~

when

Relations betweenaal{P,/(mlJ)}

on Fat. and

between CTat!{PrI(mb)} on File and (mlll)(rllJ) (z

(mlh)(rlll!),and

= 90).

BOil

re pectively,

and (11Ir)(L1rlr)I{Pr/(mb)}
coefficients
a and bare

determined as shown iII Table 2.

(1a/.(P"I(mb)} ,and O'a!{P "I(mb)} on fillets
(10/[Pn/(mb)}

= Ao!(mlh)(rlh}

IT;i{Pn/(mb)}

= Aat(mIh)(r/h) + Bal'

coefficients

(1ad'IPJ(mbH

= Aac,(m/h)(rlh) + B.ac.

expressed

+ BOt, (12)

Fac' h seems

Fat and

Aat• Ba/'

from

Fig .. 9' that

AGe and Bae call be

by exponential

functions

of

(llIr)ftlrk)/fP ,/(mb)). Howe er, di cus .Ing the
where

A and B denote

influenced

by the number

the coefficients
of 'teeth z and

(h/r)( tlrlr)l{ P,/(m.b)}.

CJ:olfP ,/(mb)} on jiUet FOi' Considering the
result shown in Fig. 3, the relation between
(1o!f P ,I( mb )j and (mlh)( rIll) can be expressed
approximately by two kinds of lines as shown
by I and 2 in Fig. 3. The value due to I and 2
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effects

of (hlr)( MIl' )I{ P,/(mb»)

onlhe

coefficients
Aat• Bat. Aae and Bae. it wa
concluded that the first degree equations of
(1I1r)( /J1'/rJ1{P rI(mb)j

were enough

both Bat and Bac' Therefore.

10

express

the approximate

equations to express the coefficients

A(J/, Bat.

Aac and Bac were chosen as follows:

Aal = "atl

+ aaI2exp{aadhlr)(Ar/r)/{Pn/(mb)}

+ bat2

Bat = ban (h/r) (rlr)J {P J(mb)}
Aac

= aacl
Bac

o

+aac2exp{~c3(h1r)(8.rlr)/(Ptl(mb)}

= bacl (hfr) (drk)1 IPi(mb)}

p

1:0

...:...n.

+ bac2

-----

Fillet ofunloaded tooth (Fot)

mb

(15)

Tension

ide fillet

of loaded tooth (Fat)

The coefficients a and b are shown in Table 2.
5

betweell ,appr:oximated value
a.nd value by finite element metlwd.
The
Comparison

values calculated by the approximate Eqs. 1215 are shown by the solid lines and the dotted
l:ines in Figs. 3-8 ..his clear from Figs ..3-8 that

..1M...

JIL
b

the approximate values on the finets are almost

b

Pn

the same as the values obtained by the finite

mm2JN

mo

element method .. Although the comparisonin
the case where the number of teeth is z = 62 is
not shown here, the approximate

values were

- ..-

Compression side fillet
of loaded tooth (Fac)

-10

again alma t the same as the values obtained
by the finite element method.
Approximation

and Amplitude
Alternating
Comparing
with

(Ja!

(jar

calculated

Fig, 9 -

of Mean Value

IUlet [z '" 111,(mfl.)(rlh) "" 1.69].

of
by Eqs, 12-14

calculated

aac. both the mean value

(Jm

and the amplitude

and

,(Je

aOtl)

0

aol12

2.721z + 0.0677

bOtl1

1.000(·7771z + 231)

bOil:!

1l.31z + 0.119

AOt2

aOtll

0

aotl2

-26.31z + 5.63

BOt2

0

AOtl

=

Using

(Jt

2 - Coefficients~or the appreshnate Equations 12 • 15.

Table

I

by Eqs 12 ami 15, the
0'1'

BOt!

of the alternating fillet stress on the weakest

section of the planet gear can be calculated as
follows (Ref. 4):

crm = (crt +crc)12
crT:::::(crt -Ge)tz

(6)
Ant

in order to estimate the bending strength of

Bat

gear with a thin rim whose

aut]

-O.6451z - 0.242

aal2

2.481z + 0.297

aat3

HlOOO(377/z

batl

IOOO(3l71z. - 15.1)

bat2
I

pressure angle is 20° and whole depth is 2.25

tooth. ami the maximum

tress on the fillet

near the position where the reaction force from
the gear shaft is applied, were analyzed by the
finite element method, and were expressed by
approximate equations .•

I

,

Aac

I

aucZ

I

ac3

Bae

9.681z + 2.97

I

I

j

- 30.3)

1 r .81z - 3.06

ac1

i:l

m, the maximum stresses on both the tension
side and compression side fillets of the loaded

II

I

Summary
a spur planet

on each

Fillet Stress

larger value is ella en as
(Jr

Relal:lon between aI(P";'(mb)} and (hll'J(tlrll')I{Prr'(mb)}

-1 L21z + 3.03

i:l

-78200

bacl

36000

bac2

-14.81z - 3.89

I

1
il
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The Fundamentals
of Gear Press
Quenching
L E.."Skilp" J'ooes
Lindberg Technical Be Management Servi,ees, IGIfOUp
Charlotte. NC

Ab tract: Most steel gear applications require

and the re

appreciable loads to be applied that will result

translate into dimensional

in high bending and compressive stre

lion. When we refer to the basic definitions of

the materia] (steen 10 meetthese
criteria.

the gear

must

e. For

performance

be heat

treated.

Associated with this thermal processing is distortion, To control the distortion and achieve
repeatable

dimensional

tolerances,

the gear

will be can trained during the quenching cycle

Ires e within the gears that

I:IIt3nt

changes or distor-

"press" and "quench," we see that
Quench "is th imnree ion of metal into a
liquid to extract h at"; and that
Press "i to exert a teady force or pressure
on a component to achieve a desired shape."
Therefore,

gear press quenching

can be

of the heat treatment process. This type of fix-

defined as "heating

ture quenching is the function of gear quench

condition and then immersing the gear into a

pressing equipment.

liquid to achieve metallurgical transformation,
while at .the sam. time constraining the gear to

Introduction
To understand

press quenching,

a gear to the austenitic

we must

first under tand the phenomenon of quenching

hold size and shape."
The most important
about gear pre,

thing to remember

quenching is that its purpose

is only to can trnin she part and to u e only
enough force to counteract the parts' transfer-

Volume

marion

stres

e . Press

quenehing

designed to reshape or forge gear

is not
into their

finall shape.

Causes of Distortions
Gear distortions

can be caused by several

factors and in any number of combinations. ]n
the heat treating process, the gear is subjected
to both thermal

expansion

and contraction.

Non-unifcrmity

in heating

and cooling

can

cause stresses in a part. which, if large enough.
can cause deformation.

Consideration

must

also be given to the phase changes involved in
hardening

Transfurrnatinn
to ma.rtensite

contractions,

teel that re ult in expan ion
Variations

and

of this stress within

the gear will cause deformation, Material comFig. 1 - Valume changes due to
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structural transfermatinn,

position variations resulting from the steel pro-

duction process, grain flow variations caused
in forging, and stres es due to pre-heat. treat
machining can all affect the dimensional stabil-

ity of a part during hardening operations.
The magnitude

of the distortion

in heat

treating is affected by the cooling rate, method
of cooling,

transformation

part geometry.

temperature

and

distortion,

it is

To minimize

760°c (1400° FI
650 c mODO FI
0

best to use a slow cooling tate and a method
that will maintain

a uniform

540 c (10000 FI
0

temperature

425°0 (BODO FI

throughout tile part.

315°c (600" FI

It is critical !hat the transformation temperature be consistent throughout the piece, so that
during cooling the entire piece transforms

at

one time. However, a carburizedand hardened
gear that ha

a composition

hence, a transformation

gradient

temperature

and,

gradient,

is more susceptible to distortion. (See Fig. l),
Finally, the shape of a. part strongly influences the degree of distortion it may undergo.
Parts that are large and thin are more susceptible to distortion

than parts that are compact

---

-----------------------

The control of the vapor blanket stage is
critical to the control of a consistent cooling
rate for uniform heat extraction from the gear.

a more viable candidate

Therefore, proper agitation Of rapid movement
of the quench ant is essential to prevent forma-

than is a simple one.

Revie'

or Quenching

Fundamentally.

and Systems

tion of vapor bubbles around the gear which

quench systems, regardles .

insulate it and would result in irregular surface

of the quench media - oil, water, polymer or

hardness and excessive distortion. As a rule of

brine - are similar. Agitation, temperature con-

thumb, proper quenchant movement is defined

trol and quench ant contamination

as a volume flow of oil equal to two to three

of primary

importance.

control are

Since the primary

quench medium used in gear press quenching
is oil, the emphasis win be focu ed here.
The quenching

times the surface

area of the gear in a one

minute period.
To summarize,

of steel provides the rapid

a proper

quench

must have control of the temperature

system
of the

cooling that is required to convert the austenite

quench media, adequate quenchant movement,

to hard martensite,

and consistent quenchantchemistry

The prime factors

that

determine the quench speed required are steel
chemistry,

-

quenchant from boiling. (See Fig. 2).

and massive. Therefore, a complex gear also is
for press quenching

--

Fig. 2 - Temperatures during quenehinq.

part geometry and designed func-

tion of the part.

..

The Mechanics of the Press Quench
There are several manufacturers

of quench

presses, such as QPS, Inc., Gleason Works,

Too low a quench rate will result in soft

Inc., Klingelnberg.

Oerhkon

and Jenny

parts. Too high a quench fate may result in

Presses, to name just a few. All quench press

excessive distortion and cracking.

designs must incorporate

Quenching has three distinctive stages:

ty of" quench

I. Vapor blanket stage - Delta temperature

rate. quenchant

creates an insulating vapor in slow cooling.
2. Vapor transport stage - Liquid breaks

oil, variable

and pressures.

The various

either use pneumatics
pressure systems.

At this stage, the

flow

die holding

pressure, die contact points. and cyclic flow

takes place.

3. Liquid stage - Cooling is taking place by

quenchant

flow direction.

through the vapor barrier; rapid heat transfer

conduction and convection.

a sufficient quanti-

press designs

or hydraulics

for the

Our focus on a typical press quench operation wHl feature a press that uses hydraulics for

part temperature is above the boiling point of

mechanical

the quenchant, but the rate of flow prevents the

(See Fig. 3).

movements

and pressing

force.

L.IE. Jones
is rill! Manager of the
Technical & Manage·
ment' Services Group.
Lindberg Heal Treating
Company. He is a
memeber of ASM. the
Aerospace Council
(SAEIAMC) and the
lntemaiionai Federaiion
of Hear Treaters and the
author arid editor of
numerous books and
papers OT! heat treating

and metellurgy.
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Basically.

this type of quench press con-

sists of a very rigid rectangular-box

type con-

two' econds or so). Also, the lower die is camadjustable .. so the die rings can be rai ed or

struction. The base is a tank which acts as a

lowered to compensate

for a predetermined

reservoir for the quenching oil.

amount

dishing

]t

also serves

as a support for the lower die. The upper portion of the machine

contains

the upper die

of component

or camber.

(See Fig. 5),
The loading of the hot components

can be

ram assembly, hydraulic units, and the elecm-

either manual or robotic. The transfer mecha-

cal panel. The opening at the front allows full

nism is critical to assure a minimum of part

access for changing the upper dies; the lower

heat loss from the furnace

die table moves outward and inward

for load-

lathe

operation,

the component

to be

quenched is removed from a furnace (usually

II

die. The

of the gear at the time of enter-

ing the quench is a determining

ing and unloading.
During

temperature

factor of the

final gear size,
The press quenchant

ystem typically con-

pusher-type continuous or rotary-hearth-type),

sists of the holding tank within the press, an

and placed onto the lower die in the "out" posi-

external oil reservoir, circulation

tion. The automatic

exchanger,

cycle moves the loaded

pump, heal

and internal heating source. The

lower die as embly into the center section of

oil reservoir typicaUy holds one and one-half

the machine and centers the die location. Next,

to two times the holding capacity of the press

the upper ram assembly

itself. (See Fig. 6)..

descends,

with an

expander centering the pan just prior to the

Within the quenchant system, oil tempera-

inner and outer dies' location on their respec-

ture is maintained

tive pressure points. The inner die. outer die

during operation. The operating oil tempera-

and expander
pressure

havecompletely independent

controls, (See Fig. 4). A circular

guard completely

ture for most gear press quenching operations
is between 130°F and 145°F.

Centrol (If the Gear Press

encloses the upper dies to

form a quench chamber which is affixed to the
upper ram for movement.

The chamber fills

with oil flow from the lower die once the dies

within 5°F plus or minus

Quenching
This review

Process

of the control

process

focus on carburized, case-hardened

will

gears due

are in position. A variation in oil flow is con-

to their high susceptibility to distortion, When

trolled

examining

a press quenching

unique feature is the ability to pul: ethe various

sideration

must be given to part geometry,

die components

chemistry of the component and the volumetric

by three solenoid

valves.

Another

(that is, maintain die contact

on the component and cycle the pressure every

operation,

COI1-

change resulting from the hardening process ..
Also, it must be remembered

that the quench

pressing operation will only round up and f13.Iten the hot plastic gear. but will not change
tooth shapes. With this in mind, it is imperative
that the gear's prior manufacturing

operations

are closely controlled to assure consistent press
quench results. The gear coming out of the
pre s operation can only be as good as the gear
going in, The variables that must be controlled
before heat treatment are:
• Gear material composition,
• Grain direction and size,
• Prior thermal processing (normalizing).
• Machine stock removal,
• Cold work. stresses,
• Tolerances and sizes of reference surfaces.
Once the gear enters the heat treat process,
-----

fig. 3 - Schematic - lypical quench press.
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the procedures
repeatable

employed must be consistent.

and closely controlled.

The vari-

What keeps on
working longer t an a
attery-powered rabbit?

An ad in Gear Technology.
Better than 90% of our readers say they keep and refer to back issues of Gear Technology.
Your ad in our pages is seen again and again.

Give your product or service manum exposure in Gear Technology.

Call 1·800·451·8166
to find out how.

ables that must be controlled

in caJ'burizing

• Temperature uniformity,

are:
• Furnace temperature uniformity for heat-

ing rates and temperature distribution,
• Control surface carbon content and repeat• Gear fixturing during carburizing,

• Atmosphere control or consistent stop-off
from the furnace

• Gear handling

to the

press: Pickup contact and transfer time .

• Coating rates after carburizing,
of temperature,

• Time at temperature.
• Fixturing and furnace loading,
procedures for surface integrity,

able diffusion gradients,

• Repeatability

trol of:

uniformity,

time at temperature and control cooling rates if
annealing operations are used.
The reheating operation requires clo e con-

To successfully

operate thistype of press

quench, the factors must be regulated:
• Quality of quench oil supplied,
• Duration of quenching,
• Quench oil temperature,

Pressure

• Direction of quench oil flow.
• Pressure applied to hold the component,
• Location of component holding points.
In setting

up tbis ki nd of press quench

machine for operation,

it is well recognized

that the actual pressures
must be developed
trial and error.

and lime setting

for each eornponem

The following

by

are general

guidelines:
I. A fast quench or high oil flow is favored
in the first stage to reduce the temperature
the part to the transformation

of

range as quickly

as possible. However. the flexibility available
in the choice of duration and amount of oil
flow permits a compromise

between the need

for a fast quench to ensure satisfactory
ening response and the desirability
fig. 4 - Die systems and ram pressure.

hard-

of a slow-

er quench to minimize distortion.
2, The low flow rate in the second stage
allows the temperature

through

the various

cross sections to equalize. Thus, further cooling and marten sitic transformation

takes

place with reduced internal stresses.
3. The third state returns to high oil flow
when the component
transformation.

has nearly completed!

The high quenchant flow rate

cools the part for operator handling.
4. In setting the pressures for the inner and
outer dies, it is recommended

that minimum

levels be used. Use only the amount of pressure necessary

to true up the component

(high pressure settings can result in excessive

) I

distortions).
The variables within the acnial press operaAdjusting CAM for dish and camber

tion are:
• Die contact,
• Die oil flow,

Fig. 5 -lower
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• Oil flow rate and Delta temperature,

• Smooth movement of lower table,

'\

• Die closure rate,
• Consistent ram pressure on all die rings,

Tempature

\-------,----,-,

• If pulse pressure is used, repeatable time
for on and off cycles,
• Tooling car,e - nicks. burrs, scale or dirt
should be avoided so nor to interfere with the
mechanical truing,
The control. of gear press quenching operations cannot be i elated for control of gear distortion.

The final results of the process

are

dependent on all prior operations, Therefore. if
the gear manufacturing

r-----t--

I

i

I

."..,,&~~.

I

L -O~e'iters
"

~'?:

process is well docu-

Jl

I

mented, and the overall process is in control.

1

Outlet

Drain

from the raw material stage to press quenching

Oil Reservoir

operation, repeatable results will be achieved

0\

with predictable size changes.

Gear Press Quench Instrumentation
As the demand

Pump

today's industrial quality

On

systems and the need for system documenta-

Fig. 6 - Quenching recirculation

svstem.

tion and repeatability inerea e, more interest in
press instrumentation

systems is being generat-

ed. To date, development

of instrumentation

systems for press quenching has ranged from
mechanical gauge

to complex computer inte-

grated systems. However simple or complex
the instrumentation

is, the Information collect-

ed must be analyzed and correlated to the overall prior manufacturing process to gain control
of the quench press operation.
A completeinsnumentarion

system will

document the following:
• The location of the lower table,
• Time measurement

of the cycles indicat-

ing travel time, air lockup, cycle delay,

troke,

cycle quench on, pulse on and off,
• Linear measurement of stroke movement,
• Quenchant flow rate,
• Quenehant oil. temperature control,
• Quenchant Delta temperature through the
die chamber,

----------

Fig. 1-1ypical

die and quench chamber.
-------

quench operation

can be made on-line, thus

• Hydraulic system pressure,

reducing rejected parts and increasing the pre-

• Die position indicators.

dictability of the final as heat treat size, •

• Non-contact temperature sensing of part
temperature entransfer,
• Hydraulic sensitivity for dimensional

Aeknowledgement: Presented at the SME Conference.
Heal Treating of Gears, August 26. 1993. Livonia. MI.
© /993_ Reprinted wid: permission.

measurement of the gear,
.' Contact sensing device for measurement
of part cooling rate,
With tabulation
immediate

of the above

analysis, adjustments

data and

to the press
MARCH/APRll1990
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IReduce gen.eratiive gear grii'nding wheel dressing tiime with NOlmlac!s,
CNC 'Threaded heel T,rueing System
This new system is based onreplacing the existing diamond disc with a vitrified CBN wheel.
The system ineludes the Normae Wheel:promi ng Cente r, soft ware for calcu lal ing the requl red
fotm, and a special dresser unu to replace the existing dresser on the grinding machine. The
form is profiled IOn theCBN wheelon the PrcfllingCenrcr, and is then mountedon the dressilng
unH IOn the machine. The entire form is dressed into thegrinding wheel in one operation,
including boih flanks, rool radius, and modifications, Because the software accurately
generates the peoperform, the need for trial and error test grinding iselirninaled, dramatically
reducing setup lime.

Call (3.13) 349-2644 today
for more information or to
arrange a demonstration.

[NCORPORA TED

CIRCLE .11.-19' en flEADER REPLV' CARl),

PfRfURmnnCL

II

fHP( IISL DunllTV
-

-------------

WIit.EN YOU NEElD INTRICATE DESIGNS AND METICULOUS CRA!FTSM_ANSHIP'" IRELYDNI fAJRLANE GEAR, IN'C.

NEW MACHINES JUST PURCHASED
.... KAPP CNC HARD ANISHER
.... AMERICAN PFAUTER CNC HOB

WEIDfFER:
• GearNoise Reduction Program
• Expert Technical Assistance
'Gear Cutting in a Wide Range
of Sizes, Types & Guantities
• Prototype & Emergency Repair I Rebuild Service

COMMITTMEIN1tO

Gualitygears upto AGMA 115"MIL1-45208A,MIL-STO-45662

Fully implemented SPC, and data
communications capabilities .

1

. SI'Z,E RANGE -Smaller than an
. lnc h to 48"

IO:UAIUTY

Heishauer Ground Gears
M & MIPrecision Gear Checker
Kapp CBN Hard Finished Gears
American Pfauter eNC Hob
Coordinate Measurement
Machine

I

For the ultimate in qua,lity 'g;ears,
call or send inquiries to:

TYPES:
Spur - Internall & External
Helical - Internal & External
Worms, Worm Gears
Serrations - Shafts
Splines - Internal & Extermal
Sprockets - Clusters
Segments - Spindles
Hatchets - Gear Boxes
CIRCLE
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~Fah1aneGear,lloc.
P. O. Box 409 A
Plymouth, Mil 48.170
Phone 131,3) 459-2440
I

(.800)837 -1773

Fax 1313)~459-2941

lESS THAN

:~o~SHOPPING DAYS IltFf JTlllIMTS'!
Better start making your plans now
to advertise in Best Technology's
Pre-Show and Show issues.
Call 800~451-81 i66,TODAY!

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE

i
-

--

ITW Fluid Products Group
Norcross, GA. Robert Wylie has.
been named manager of market planning for ITW Fluid Products Group, a
leading supplier of environmentally

NOW
YOU HAVE A
CHOICE...
and it's made in AMERI:CA!

safe cutting sy terns, sump-maintenance fluids and associated products
for the metal working and fabricating
industries. Mr. Wylie's responsibilities
include executing and overseeing marketing programs
Accu-Lube,

for the company's

Cling Surface.

Dykem,

Rustlick and Safc'Tap product lines.
Janco Products, Inc.
Mishawaka,

[N .. Janco Products, a

supplier of fiberglass reinforced plastic composites,
promotions.

has announced

Morin has been

Chris

promoted to production

Lenny Northam

two

plannervand

will become

safety environmental

director.

the
Ms.

Morin will plan production schedules
for all departments,
rev iew and monitor

supervise

print

engi neeri ng

changes. Mr. Northam's new responsibilities will include the writing and
implementation

of the company's

safety environmental

programs

and

training procedures.

A!W Systems Co. announces thaI rt
is no.v a manufacturing source of spiral
gear roughing and finishing cutters and. bodies.
We also can remanufacture most spiral CUI1erbodies
and can manufacture new spiral bodes in diameters
d 5" !I1rough 9" at present
AIW can also supply roughmg and finishing cutters.
hardware andreplacemenl parts fOf most 5"- g"
diameter bodies.
Whether ~'smanufacturing or remanufacturing.
consder us as an alternatilie source for replacement
parts and hardware as well as bodes and cultefs.
612 Harrison • Royal Oak. Michigan 48067
'lbu:a be III for a pleasant surpnse.
TelephOlle (810) 544-3852. FAX (B10) 544-3922

CIRCl~ A·22 on READER REPL.'(CARD
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Do you have news of employee promotions. transfers or relocations you would
like to share? Send your news release to
Gear Technology. People on the Move,
P. O. Box 1426. Elk GrOlle Yillage, IL
60009, or fax it 10 Ollr offices at (708)
437-6618. Note: Stories mllst be received
by tile tenth. of the month two 1IIomhs
prior to' tile issue date to appear in a particular issue. For example. if you wallt
you.r story 10 appear in the Ma}'/June
issue, it must be in our offices by Marcil
10, Items reaching us past this deadline
will appear in the next issue.

~

.~D~[3~ Profile Gear Grinding~

NILES Profile Gear Grinder

surpasses all others in accuracy
and! productivity

with the traditional

f,!,exiibilityof NILlES

The NILES Profile Gear Grinder offers the
unique feature of two independent CNC controlled
grinding wheels guaranteeing high flexiibillity and
low tooliing costs by usingl conventional corundum
grinding wheels. The highest perlormance can be
achieved by the use of electroplated CBNlgrinding
wheels, grinding speeds programmable
up to
16,000. sfpm, and the fuU .25 hp of each wheel.
The a-axis CNC with CNG dresser ensures grinding
of any profile and lead modification including full radius
at tip and root The multi-task CNC and comprehensive
operator guidance systemallow unsurpassed ease of
operation and quick changeover times. All set-up and
technical data can be computed and stored then
recalled at random when needed.

NILES is weill known as an innovator in the gear
grinding industry star1ing with its first U.S. patent in 1934
for grinding straight and helical teeth on spur wheels,
The new profile gear grinders maintain NILES' leadership in geargrindingl manufacturing.
To learn more about NILES profile gear grinders.
the most productive in their class, contact WMW
Machinery Company, Inc.

WMW MACHINERY COMPANY, INC.
44W High Street
West Nyack, NY 10994
Telephone: 914-358-3330
Fax: 914-358-2378
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nduction HeatT~eating Solution's
L,ef IUS Provide One For Vou...
Ultll'a-Case gear hardening-your
answer to carburizing. Ultra-Case' is
a high speed method for contour gear
hardening. It provides the user with
the abili.ly to surface harden g,ears at
production line speeds while at the
same time it solves dimensional
distortion problems.

IPick and IPlace. Here's an opportunity to lower direct labor costs and
have the built in versatility to handle
a variety of parts without expensive
retooling, Using simple pick and place
movements, cylindrical, parts can be
induction hardened with consistently
high quality. Here, reaction shafts are
hardened at the rate of 300 parts per
,hour. Simple yet effective.

ScanPak. A versatile vertical
scanner that allows the user to
harden shafl-like parts from camshafts to hydraulic pistons, ScanPak
is available in nine different configurations, lin power ratings up to
800 KW, in frequencies to 50 KHz,
Whether you need single spindle,
dual spindle, or twin drive, there is
a ScanPak exactly suited for you.
ScanPak comes equipped with
microprocessor-based
machine
control, integral heat stallion, and
with spindle sizes up to 60",

Let Aja_xhelp make your next heat treat project a success. Write to: Ajax Magnelhermic
Gorp., 1745 Overland Avenue. Warren. Ohio 44482. Call toll-free 1-800-547-1527,
Fax (.21'6) 372-8644 or in Canada call (416) 683-4980.

'Tilile Woy

Tho WQrl'd

Induels

Its Business

WARREN, OHIO USA I TORONTO. CANADA I UNITED KINGDOM I CARACAS. VENEZUELA I SAO PAULO, BRAZIL
SEOUL, KOREA I MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA I BILBAO, SPAIN I TOKYO, JAPAN I FRASER, MICHIGAN
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Photography of
Gear Failures
Robert ErricheUo

m

hotography is an essential part

era stores. It consists of the camera,

of ge..ar failure analysis. It not
only provides a fast, conve-

what kind of lighting to use and when

nient way to accurately docu-

will be discussed later in the article.

ment the appearance of gear failures,

lenses, and a tripod. The subject of

Camera. Most of the features of

but also is an effective diagnostic tool

newer, computerized

because the magnification

necessary

through

obtained

photographicenlargement

and slide projection

or do not work well for
gears. I have found

photographing

often discloses

cameras are not

that auto-focus cameras are not suited

evidence that may have been missed

to the macrophotography

if the gears were not photographed.

because the light reflected from shiny

lam not a professional

photogra-

of gears

surfaces. of gear teeth tends to confuse

pher, however, [ find it necessary to

the computer. Almost any manual, 35

do my own photography.

mm single lens reflex. (SLR) camera

been by personally
photograph

It has only

composing

through

the

the camera

body with quality lenses can be used
for photographing gears. Iuse a man-

viewfinder that the photographs show

ual Pentax

SP 1000, SLR camera

the particular detail I wish to capture.

body that is an early version of the

ways to obtain good photographs and

Pentax K-lOOO.
Tripod_ For overall photographs I

a huge array of photographic

prefer

While

there

are a multitude

of

equip-

to rely on ambient

lighting,

ment to choo e from, what follows is

which usually requires relatively long

a description of equipment and tech-

exposures.

niques that I use for field and studio
photography

of gear failures. It is a

With macrophotography,

the lens needs to be stopped down ill
order to maintain the depth of field,

proven system that has the following

which aJ

features:

Therefore, a good tripod is a necessity

• All equipment is lightweight and
readily

portable

(easily

carried

on

• All equipment

0

requires long exposures.

to avoid camera-shake.
I use a Benbo Trekker

35 tripod

with a pan-ballhead. It is compact and

board aircraft);
is robust enough

weighs

less than five pounds.

It is

to withstand the rigors of harsh indus-

unique because the legs can be posi-

trial environments;

tioned at any angle, and it features a

• The technique

is easily learned

special monorail. that allows you to

and can be relied on to produce good

raisevlower,

photographs consistently.

angle the camera without changing the

The Basics

tripod position. The flexibility is espe-

The equipment nece sary for gear
failure photography

i not elaborate

and is readily available at good cam-

Address your g'earing questions to our panell 01 experts ..
Write to them care· of Sho'p
Floor. Gear TechnollogiY. iP. O.
B.ox 1:426.,Ellk Grove Village,
IL 60009. er call our editoria,l
stalff at (708)437~6604 ..

extend, retract, twist or

ciallyunportant
phy because

for macrophotogra-

the working

distances

between the camera, umbrella, lamp

Hobert Enichello
is the principal in GEAR·
TECH. a gear consulting
firm
and founder
of
GEARTECH
Software,
lnc., in Albany, CA. He is
also a writer and instruclor 011 gear design. analysis and application
subjeers. He is a member of
ASME. AGMA. STLE. and
a Registered Professional
Engineer ill the State of
California.
I,IARCHIAPRIL

1994
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is usually the easiest item to adjust.

from

The tripodadjusts

spots" in the photograph that obliter-

that result

realistic and pleasing. The only dis-

shiny

terrain because each leg can be indi-

ate details.

vidually adjusted. This feature is espe-

guns

cially important

becausethe

for photographing

light reflecting

hot spots

polished,

easily to uneven

because

and tungsten lampeliminate

and subject are small, and the camera

surfaces

causes

"hot

Camera-mounted

are especial.ly

flash-

light is reflected off hiny

surfaces directly into the lens. Some

.ired space and no flat surfaces.

improvement is obtained by using an

sufficient

for most of my failure

analysis work. I use a 55 mm normal
lens for mast of the overall

pho-

tographs of large gears and gearboxes ..

extension cord and holding the flash-

wide angle lens. I prefer to use ambient lighting where possible because it

35 mm wide-angle lens. Far dose-up

flash help to soften the light, but the

photographs of individual gear teeth, I

lighting is still too harsh because it

use a 90 mm macro lens.

originates from a Ingle point. White

close

range.

macrolenses

from the flashgun.

which in effect

increases the number of light sources,

Fixed-focal-length

quality. Macro/zoom lenses can focus
closer than fixed-focal-length

to the

card can be used to bounce the light

have the best image
lenses.

but the results are still unpredictable.
A ring flash is an improvement
over a flashgun because it surrounds

but they are not specifically designed

the lens with a ring of even light that

for close-up

is relatively soft ..The ring fla h elimi-

work, and their image

nates hot spots in most cases. except

quality is not as good.
Fixed-focal-length
from

about

Longer

focal

working

lenses

vary

50 mm to 200 mm.
lengths

distance

between

for mirror-like subjects. such as bearing raceways.

extra

The performance of a flash can be

the lens

improved immensely by directing the

allow

and the subject. I use a Tamron SP 90

light into an umbrella that reflects the

mm f/2.S macrolens, The 90 mm focal

light back to the subject. In effect. the

length gives a minimum working dis-

source of the light is increased to the

tance of about 215 mm from the end

size of the umbrella. and the light is

of the lens to the subject. (about 125

diffused and softened.

Tungsten Ligluing .. A major dis-

mm with. extension tube).
The degree of magnification

with

advantage

of flash photography

is

macrolenses is specified a a magnifi-

that the lighting cannot be previewed

cation

by looking through the viewfinder.

ratio,

between

which

is the ratio

the size of the subject's

The solution is to eliminate the flash

image on film and its real size. Most

and substitute a tungsten lamp. With

macrolenses

the light

have a magnification

from the tungsten

lamp

ratio of 1:2, which gives a film image

reflected from an umbrella, the pho-

that is 112 the real. size. With an

tograph can be composed through the

extension

tube, the magnification

viewfinder, and the photographer

can

ratio is increased to I: 1, giving a film

see exactly what the photograph win

image the same size as the subject.

show. Shadows are easily controlled

Lighting The Subject

by moving the umbrella

or subject,

Gear teeth are hard to photograph

and fill light can be added by using

properly. especially if they are highly

white cards. I find that the umbrella
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the lens, hut there is no sure way to

harsh light.. Adding diffusers

at

Overall Photography

For overall photos of the entire

know where to place the flashgun.
is that they emit a point source of very

for shooting

close working distances .

gearbox or other large equipment.

everything in the photograph, I use a

corrected

it is hot and can be uncomfortable at

u e a 55 mm normal lens or a 35 rnm

back away from the subject to include

optically

that are

gun to the side at an angle so that

The basic problem with flashguns

Macrofenses. Macrolensesare

in photographs

reflected light is directed away from

roam to

When there is not enough

soft, even illumination

advantage of the tungsten lamp is that

problematic

gears om-site where there may be lim-

Lenses. ~find that three lenses are

by providing

SHOPFLOOR
Basic Equipment for
Gear Failure Photography
What follows is a list of my "personal
favorites' in terms of equipment. Other,
comparable equipment is on the market, and readers are encouraged to
look for that which works best for them.
• Camera - Pentax SP 1000, 35
mm SLR
• Tripod - Benbo Trekker 35 with
pan-balihead
• Normal lens - Takumar 55 mm
• Wide angle lens - Tamron 35 mm
• Macrolens - Tamron SP 90 mm
f/2.5 with extension tube
• Tungsten lamp - Lowel TotaLight, 1000W
• Umbrella - Photek Goodliter
Stowaway
• Light stand - Photoflex Litestand
• Color slide film - Kodak
Ektachrome 320T Professional,
ISO 320
• Color print film - Fujicolor
Reala.•ISO 100
• Gray card - Kodak 8 x 10 in.
gray card
• Color card - Jobo
• Filters - No. 80A and skylight IA
skylight filter is a clear glass cover
you may wish to put over your lenses
to prevent scratches on them. A new
lense may cost upwards of $100; a
skylight filter costs less than $10.)
• Ring flash - Sunpak auto OX 8R
• Flashgun - Vivitar 283 with S8-4
power supply and flash cord
• Cable release

allows composition of the photograph
through the lens, Ambient

lighting

avoids problems associated with flash
photography,

uch as "hot spots" or

over! y dark

backgrounds.

Many

industrial sites have fluorescent lights

which create problems for most color
films. However, Fujicolor Reala film
gives excellent

color reproduction,

even with fluorescent

lighting.

The

film speed is [SO 100, which is relatively slow, and it requires long exposures and a 'tripod.

Flash Photography
Flash photography is necessary for
stop-action

photography,

when photographing

such as

a gear hanging

from a swaying hoist, h also works

well for photographing the interior of
a gearbox through the inspection port
because the light bounces off the interior surfaces of the housing, providing soft lighting. I use a Vivatar 283
flashgun for photographing

compo-

nents that are not shiny.
Nevertheless, to avoid hot spots.jt
is best to use an extension

cord and

hold the flash somewhat above and to
the side, at about a 45° angle to the
film plane. The flash can be mounted
on a bracket attached to the camera or
held in one hand. I find it convenient
to hold the flash in my left hand and
press the back of my wri

t

against my

left temple, while holding the camera
with my right hand. This maintains a
consistent flash-to-camera distance.
When photographing at dose range.
this technique works wen: Set the lens
for the distance

you want and the

C-

ornpare induction and furnace
_ heaters, which heat from the outside in. Magnatech's revolutionary
patented Magnetic Held Technology
uniformly through-heats ferrous and
non-ferrous metal part cross-sections to
1250° F with ±2° precision and virtually no thermal gradients.
Magnatech" heaters are energy and space-efficient, easily automated
and are ideal for use in cellular processes.

required aperture. Look through the
viewfinder

and rock back and forth
o

slightly to focus precisely: then trip the
hurter just as the subject becomes

sharp. For components that are shiny,
such as polished gear teeth, it is best to
use the ring flash rather than the flashgun in order to avoid hot spots.
Ring Flash. It may not be practical
to use a tungsten
quarters,

light in cramped

for photography

small inspection

through

port . or in areas

'. Fast, precise
Wliform heat.
Higher quality
prod.v.cu.
• ne:dhle.

'. Compact.
10
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where electric power is not available.
For these

cases .I use a Sunpak ring

disclosed features that were not noted
in visual

of the gears,

inspection

flash with a battery pack. The ring

proving that macrophotography

flash surrounds the lens with light and

very effective diagnostic tool for fail-

produces soft illumination that avoids

ure analysis.

good as those achieved with the tung-

extension

sten lamp because ring lighting lacks

reserve the extension

gives "flat" photos.
Macrophotogr.aphy
For most cia e-up photography,

[

film, the exposure

is usually about

fill with a shutter

peed of one sec-

ond. When using Kodak Ektachrome
320T slide film without the No. 80A

r

For extreme close-ups,

most "hot spots." The results are not as

is a

A filter and Fujicolor Reala (ISo. 100)

add the

tube to the macrolens.

1

tube for only

filter, the exposure

is usually about

f/16 and 114 second.
I always bracket the exposure

to

those features of the subject that are

ensure that]

especially

it

photograph of each subject. For color

and

print film, I bracket the ba e exposure

reduces

interesting

because

the working

distance

get at least one good

use a macro lens and tungsten lighting.

reduces the amount of light reaching

by one stop. For example, if the base

The advantages are:

the film. With less light, larger lens

aperture is fIll,

aperture

jectat

• Tungsten lighting reflected from
an umbrellagives

soft, dispersed light

that avoids "hot spots" or bright reflec• Tungsten lighting allows viewing
through

are required,

and there is

f/] 6 and f/8. Because

slide film is more

depth of field.
The major problems

associated

the lens,

enabling the photographer to see exactly what the photograph will bow;

Documentation
l start every roll of film by pho-

• Working distances are small;
• Depth of field is shallow;

tographing

• Sharp focus is difficult to achieve.

film mil number and the date on the

Films for Macropbotograpby

color card. This permits me to identify any exposed roll of film because

slides,

~ use Kodak.

320T professional

film.

the roll number and date. When the

mating the need for a lens filter. If a

film is processed, I ask the photo lab-

daylight-balanced

oratory to include a print of the color

film is used in

tungsten light, a No. 80A filter must

card. By comparing

be added to the camera lens to keep

card to the laboratory's

the pictures from being too orange.

color card, the laboratory can correct

The disadvantages

the processing so that it produces the

of using a No.

rapher to get just the right amount of
shadow or highlights to enhance the

giving less depth of

] use a Lowe) Tota-Light, 1000 W

print of the

I record each photograph

011

a log

sheet and include a brief description
of the subject and the aperture setting,

field for the same shutter speed;
• Gives a dim, blue image in the

shutter

peed, type of film and light-

ing. The log sheet. helps to identify the

viewfinder;
• Gives the photographer one more
thing to remember

features he or she wants to show.

the actual color

correct colors.

• Requires two stops of exposure
compensation,
• Adjusting the angle of the light,

the first frame is the color card with

It is balanced for tungsten light,elim-

80A filter are that it:

camera or subject allows the photog-

a color card. I write the

For color
Ektachrome

Macrophotography
is a very eff,ective
tool lor faillure
anallysis ..

color

ensiti ve to the

aperture setting, I bracket by 112stop.

with macrophotography are:

tions from shiny gear teeth:
of the subject

Ie

I also shoot the sub-

when changing

best camera setting
tographs

and correlates

tographs

films or light sources;

rungsten lamp for a light source and a

•.Causes loss of image quality;

Photek Goodliter Stowaway umbrella.

• Does not reproduce

colors

with my separate,

description
as

for future phothe phowritten

of gear failures.

It is a good idea to type a list of

The light and umbrella are mounted on

well as a film originally balanced for

instructions

a Photoflex Litestand . .AIl the lighting

tungsten Ught

process when first beginning to do fail-

equipment was chosen for its compactness. Total

weight

for tbe lamp,

Unfortunately,

I have not found' a

tungsten-balanced film for color prints,

ure analysis
instructions

for each photographic
photography.

Put the

on a laminated card and

umbrella and stand is only six pounds.

o I normally use daylight-balanced

keep it in your camera bag for quick

or most of my photographs

Fujicolor Reala with a No. 80A filter,

reference. It is also a good idea to make

Exposure

a list of all your camera equipment and

of

gear teeth, I use the macrolens without the extension

tube. A 4 x 6 in.

I use the camera's through-the-lens

put it

011

a laminated card. When pack-

print is about twice the real size of the

(ITL) meter and a gray card to get the

ing up your equipment at the end of the

SUbject. There

proper exposure. For macrophotogra-

day, checking the list will avoid leaving

phy with the tungsten light, a No. 80

equipment behind .•

instances
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SERVICE
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Contour Induction
Hardening Speciallsts

• Cost effective

Spur, helical an.dbevel gears
Our gear hardening equipment
includes 3 !NATCO submerged
process machines and 4 AJ:AX
CNC-controll'ed gear scanning
machines. We can also tool to
meet any production
need.
Write' for a free brochure.

AS'CE.NIT DIRAFTIING SERV,I!CE

GEA!R TOOTH
GRINDING SERVICES
gear

tooth

• Computer AssistedFax/Modem!EqLlipped
Phone (800) 815·8615
(213) 913-2711

grinding

specialists.
• Gear manufacturers are our onlv
customers
• Prototype and production 'quantities
• Capacity to 27.5' P.O., 3.5 D. P.
• Able to match delivery to your

"Specli81lizing in Spur & Bevell Gears"
CIRCLE A·33 on READER REPLY CARD

;

EQUIPMENT

requirements

• All service to AGMA standards
Certified Gear lnspscticn

with

COMPUTERIZED
GEAR MEASURING

Equipment

American 1Me1aIITreating Com,pany

1043 East 62nd Street

PRO-GEAR COMPANY, INC.

!Cleveland,OHI 44103
1(216) 43;1-4492
fax: (216) 431-1508

2:"3Dick Roadl Depew, NV 14043
Phone (716)i684-3811
Fax (716) 684-7717

CIRCLEA-34 on READER REPLY CARD

CIRCLE A-31, on READER REPLV CA'RD

1

~
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Compos'ite'

Gear Ana~ly.zer®

Now available, specifica'ily designed:
to accurately ,acquire signallrom
'Fellows Red Unel'S.
• Runs the actual Measurement.

HELP WANTED
GEAR DESllGiN

ENmNEER,ING MANAGER
Ohio Gear/Richmond
Gear, a division of
Regal-Beloit Corporation, has an opening
for a Gear Design Engineering Manager.
Duties include design of industrial gear
reducers and transmissions, supervision of
designers
and drafters, and application
and sales engineering. Requirements are a
minimum
of 2 years of experiencein
industrial gear design. with experience in
worm gear design preferred. A BSMEis
also required, A competitive
compensation and benefits package is offered. For
immediate
consideration,
send resume
along with salary 10:

ATTN: Persoane] Manager,
Ohio
G.eUIRi
..'c.flmond Gear, P. O. Box 238,
I Liberty, SC29657.EOE
MIFNIH.

• Produces a high resolution graph.
,. A.nalyzes the acquired data.
'. Calculations including:
'" Tota I composite' va nation,
'" Maximum tooth-to-tooth variation
'" Average and Maximum/minimum
centerdistance,
'" Pitch Iine runout
THE BEST JUST GOT BETTER

I

V.P" MANUFA.CTUlH G: $70's/Bonus. 300
Employees. Autnmoti ve Powertrain Exposure.
PLANT MANAGER: $60.000. Gear Job Shop.
Hel leal/Bevel Gears.
ENG[NEER]NG
MANA'GER:
$60.000.
Supervise 4..Gear Design. Enclosed Gearboxes..
Contact: Ann Hunsucker. Excel Associares, P. O.

Box 520, Cordova. TN 38088 or call (901) 7579600 or FAX (901) 754-2896.

-

-

INVOLUTE·
-

.. tf.'

-

LEAD' INDEX • COMPOSITE

-------------------

~:"'bt?,)"~'.«n
. :r
'i~

IProme Engineering. Inc.
lOO.Rlver Street
Spnngfield, YT 05.156
- (8021 865-9176 fAX (802) 885-3745

CIRCLE A-32 en READER RE'PL V CARD

To advertise in this section of

GEAR TECHNOLOGY
call 800-451-8166.

:1

Rates: Line Classified - 537.50 per line. 8 lines per inch. $300 minimum. Classified Display - per inch (3" min.): WX- $170, 3X - $160, 6X $150. Type win be set to advertiser's layout. or Gear Technology will set type at no extra charge.
Payment: Full payment must accompany classified ads. Send check or visa/Mastert'ard/American
Express number and expiration dale to: Gear
Technology .. P. O. Box 1426, Elk Grove Village, IL 60009. Agency Commlsslon: No agency commission on classifieds, Materials Deadline: Ads
must be received by the 25th of the month, two months prior to publication. Acceptance.
Publisher reserves the right to accept or reject classified
advertisements at his discretion,
M'ARCH/APRIL

1994
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Continuedfrom page 7.
rapidly becoming - at least in some industries - key to success in establishing
global markets. If you want to play in that league. ISO 9000 is almost a must.
At this point some 95 countries around the world have adopted the ISO 9000
standards in some form or other.
But more important. according to some who have been through the process,
ISO 9000 certification can be good for your company. According to some participants in the program, it real benefit may come through the simple act of
examining and documenting your particular business's processes and practices.
One gear manufacturer Wdiscussed ISO 9000 with said that for the first time
since certification
responsibilities

people in his company felt they knew exactly what. their

were. where to go to get problems resolved, and how their jobs

fit into the overall process, According to a survey conducted by Quality Systems Update newsletter and the management consultants Deloitte & Touche,
42% of 620 companies

surveyed

reported

that positive

corporate

greater company efficiency or enhanced internal communications

change,

resulted from

their going through the ISO 9000 certification proces . Better documentation
was reported by 32% of those surveyed, ami 20% cited greater quality awareness as a result.
Real dollar savings can result as well. According to tile same survey, the
Niagara Gear has an affofdable
alternative for your high quality,
dose-tclerance gear requirements,
As gear grinding specialists, we use

the latest grinding wheel technologies
and all electronic Reishauer gear
grinders to deliver what you need.
On price. On quality. On time.

average

annual

savings

to companies

who implemented

~SD 9000. wa

$179,000. More than 50% of the respondents reported that they recouped their
registratation costs in less than 40 months.
But there is a down-side

to certification,

and whatever your company's

Our ground spur and helical gears are:

motive for implementing the ISO' 9000 program, you should proceed with cau-

.' Lighter" ~tronger, faster and quieter

tion. The price alone ($35.000 start-up and in some cases wellinto six. figures

.' The answer to your industry's
toughest tolerance and finish
standards

to get the process from start to finish) can be a deterrent. especially for small

• Manufactured to MIL+45208 and
inspected to 'Calibration Standard
MIL·STD·45662A
'. Available to 14 inch diameter and
to AGMA Class 15, with crowning,
More than 80% of our customers are
Fortune 500 companies. Let us quote
on your next gear requirement and
find out why.

companies. So is the unfortunate politicalization

of the process and the squab-

bling that has developed between ISO regulators in Europe and the U.S. A key
question those considering certification mu
they are usingas

I

ask is whether or not thepeople

registrars are going to be recognized by the people (usually

their customers) who axe demanding certification. A long nard look at your own
markets and future plans, as well as your company's present quality assurance
system art: in order before buying into ISO 9000. Finally. no matter what ISO'

!FAX: 016) 874-'9003
941 Military Road '.' IBuffalo. NY 14217

T,EL:(716) 874-3131

9000 true believers say. ]So. 9000 is [lot a panacea for all your problems.
So what's the answer on ISO' 9000? It is the greatest thing since sliced
bread or an expensive, over-sold marketing ploy? Probably something between
those two extremes,

hut certainly

a system important

enough

and useful

enough to merit careful study by any company planning to operate ill the current global economy.
GROUND GEAR
SPEC:I'AUSTS
CIRCLE A·27 on READER
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TECWNOLOGV

REPLY CARD

CATERPILLAR

REIDI RING
PRIEC:ISI10INI IEN'GINEE'RED'

HOBS & SHAPERCUnERS
Here'syou.r full-line
gear cutting source ...
with the Red Ring quality you expect!

GEARING THE WORLD FOR TOMORR'OW
An industry leader in ge,ar"maki.ng machines ,and tools.
'CIRC.I.E. A-4 on READER' IREPLY CARD

